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Variety Performance Trials-2006 Results
The crop performance trials are available at http://plantsci.sdstate.edu/varietytrials/vartrial.html
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EC 775—Precision Planted Soybeans 2006 Crop Performance Results
is available electronically on the internet 
http://agbiopubs.sdstate.edu/articles/EC775–06.pdf
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Variety Performance Trials-2006 Results 
Robert G. Hall, Extension agronomist - crops/Manager - crop testing
Kevin K. Kirby, Agricultural research manager - crop testing
Table A - Nearest station precipitation and temperature averages and departures from normal for 2006.
Table B - Description of test locations. 
Table C - Gene race resistance to Phytophthora root rot.
Table D - Roundup Ready™ entries with yield table numbers.
Table E - Non-Roundup Ready™ entries with yield table numbers.
Table F - Entrants (brand name) mailing addresses (after yield tables).




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A. nearest weather station accumulated precipitation accumulation and average daily 
temperatures for 2006 and their departures from normal (DFn)
Source: South Dakota Office of Climate and Weather.
Station Variable
Data is accumlated from April up to the day ending:





06 2. 2.6 .2 0.7 2.7 2.67
DFN* 0.58 -0.5 -2.8 -2.2 0.07 0.86
Avg.Temp.-
 
06 5 58 69 77 72 57





06 2.5 .99 0.95 0.8 .9 5.66
DFN* 0.5 -0.7 -2.88 -0.2 0.5 .77
Avg.Temp.-
 
06 8 56 66 7 69 58





06 .7 0.98 . 0.6 5.68 .6
DFN* 0.5 -.89 -2.06 2.5 .6 2.59
Avg.Temp.-
 
06 5 59 70 80 7 58
DFN* 6.9 0.8 2. 6.6  0.
Brookings 
2NE
Precip.-in 06 2.65 2.02 2.5 0.2 5.65 .09
 DFN* 0.62 -0.9 -.88 -2.88 2.7 .6
Avg.Temp.- 06 9 58 67 7 69 55





06 . .5 .72 0.9 .2 7.8
DFN* 0.97 -2. -0.2 -2.96 0. 5.55
Avg.Temp.-
 
06 5 6 70 77 72 5





06 .62 0.89 2.6 0.7 2.5 NA
DFN* .0 2.9 .05 -2.69 0.2 -
Avg.Temp.-
 
06 52 60 70 79 7 58
DFN* 6.5 2. 2.6 5.5 .6 -.7
* DFN - how much a variable for year 2006 is greater or less (-) than the long-term average.
** Precipition data.
*** Temperature data.







Herbicides nitragin SoybeanSoil Implant Date
seeded
 Type TillageMethod
Roundup Ready non- Roundup Ready Down seed tube




























































None Yes May 7
8
Table C.  2006 Roundup Ready™ soybean entries by brand/variety, maturity group, and gene for Phytophthora root rot resistance as 
reported by the entrants; and performance table number(s).
brand / Variety Mat.Grp. Gene
Table





AGVENTURE/ AVTRR .0 Rpsk 2 FARM ADVANTAGE/ 722 2.2 Rps (Rpsa) 7
AGVENTURE/ AVD6 . Not Reported 2 FARM ADVANTAGE/ 725 2.5 Rpsc 7
AGVENTURE/ AV5D7 .5 Not Reported 2 GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 2509R 0.9 Not Reported 
AGVENTURE/ AVEXP09D 0.9 Not Reported  GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 27R . Rpsk 2,
AGVENTURE/ AVEXP0G9 .0 Not Reported 2 GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 876R .6 Rpsk 2,
ASGROW/ AG080 0.8 Rpsk  GOLD COUNTRY SEED/277NR .7 Rpsc 6
ASGROW/ AG002 .0 rps - No resist. 2 GOLD COUNTRY SEED/67NR . Not Reported 2
ASGROW/ AG02 . Rpsk 2, HEFTY/ 95RR .9 rps - No resist. ,6
ASGROW/ AG702 .7 Rpsk 2,,6 HEFTY/ 226RR 2.2 Rps (Rpsa) 5,7
ASGROW/ AG90 .9 Rpsk ,6 HEFTY/ 266RR 2.6 Rpsc 7
ASGROW/ AG2002 2.0 Rpsc 5 HEFTY/ EXP067RR 0.6 rps - No resist. 
ASGROW/ AG207 2. Rpsk 5 HEFTY/ EXP7RR .0 rps - No resist. 2
ASGROW/ AG20 2. Rpsk 7 HEFTY/ EXP7RR . Rpsk 2,
ASGROW/ AG2605 2.6 Rpsk 7 KALTENBERG/ KB5RR . Rpsc 
ASGROW/ AG2802 2.8 Rpsk 7 KALTENBERG/ KB55RR .5 Rpsk 
COYOTE/ 52RR 2. Rpsk 5,7 KALTENBERG/ KB256RR 2.5 Rpsk 7
COYOTE/ 527RR 2.7 Rpsk 5,7 KALTENBERG/ KB258RR 2.5 rps - No resist. 7
COYOTE/ 79RR .9 Rpsk ,6 KALTENBERG/ KB266RR 2.5 rps - No resist. 7
COYOTE/ 952RR 2. Rpsk 5,7 KALTENBERG/ KB276RR 2.7 Rpsk 7
COYOTE/ EXP 622RR 2.2 Rps (Rpsa) 5,7 KRUGER/ EXP057RR 0.5 Rps (Rpsa) ,
COYOTE/ EXP 625NRR 2.5 rps - No resist. 5,7 KRUGER/ EXP067RR 0.9 rps - No resist. ,
COYOTE/ EXP 626RR 2.6 Rpsk 5,7 KRUGER/ EXP086RR 0.8 Rpsk 
CROW’S/ C0520R 0.5 rps - No resist.  KRUGER/ EXP86RR .8 rps - No resist. 
CROW’S/ C06R . Rpsk 2 KRUGER/ EXP226RR 2.2 Rps (Rpsa) 5
CROW’S/ C706R .7 Rpsk  KRUGER/ K-02RR 0. Rps (Rpsa) 
CROW’S/ C268R 2.6 rps - No resist. 7 KRUGER/ K-056RR 0.6 Rps (Rpsa) ,
CROW’S/ C297R 2.9 rps - No resist. 7 KRUGER/ K-072RR 0.7 rps - No resist. ,
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-070/RR 0.7 Rpsk  KRUGER/ K-098RR 0.9 rps - No resist. ,
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-090/RR 0.9 Not Reported , KRUGER/ K-00RR .0 Rpsk 2,
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-0/RR . Not Reported 2, KRUGER/ K-20RR .2 Rpsk 2,
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-520/RR .5 Not Reported  KRUGER/ K-0RR .5 Rpsk 2,,6
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-99RRSTS .9 Rpsk  KRUGER/ K-56RR . Rpsk 2,,6
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-2200/RR 2.2 Not Reported 7 KRUGER/ K-77RR .7 Rpsk 2,,6
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-200/RR 2. Not Reported 7 KRUGER/ K-88RR/SCN .7 Rpsk 2,,6
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-2/RR 2. Rpsk 7 KRUGER/ K-9RR .8 Rpsk 2,,6
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-25/RR 2.5 Not Reported 7 KRUGER/ K-95+RR/SCN 2.0 Rpsk ,6
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-2600/RR 2.6 Rpsk 7 KRUGER/ K-2+RR 2.2 Rpsk 5,7
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-2820/RR 2.8 Not Reported 7 KRUGER/ K-22+RR 2.2 Rpsk 5,7
DAIRYLAND/ DSR0902RRSTS 0.9 Rpsk  KRUGER/ K-2+RR 2. Rpsk 5,7
DAIRYLAND/ DSR500RRSTS .5 Not Reported 2, KRUGER/ K-2RR 2. rps - No resist. 5,7
DAIRYLAND/ DSR70RRSTS .7 Not Reported  KRUGER/ K-25RR/SCN 2. Rpsc 5,7
DAIRYLAND/ DSR2000RRSTS 2.0 Rpsk 7 KRUGER/ K-255RR 2.5 rps - No resist. 5,7
DAIRYLAND/ DSR2500RRSTS 2.5 Rpsk 7 KRUGER/ K-259RR 2.6 Rpsk 5,7
DAIRYLAND/ DSR2702RRSTS 2.7 Not Reported 7 KRUGER/ K-287RR/SCN 2.8 Rpsc 7
DAIRYLAND/ DST22-00/RR 2.2 Not Reported 7 KRUGER/ K-289+RR 2.8 Rpsk 7
DEKALB/ DKB8-5 .8 Rpsk 2, LATHAM/ EXP-E950R .9 Rpsk 2,
DEKALB/ DKB22-52 2.2 rps - No resist. 5,7 LATHAM/ EXP-E225R 2.2 Rps (Rpsa) 5
DEKALB/ DKB25-5 2.5 Rpsk 7 LATHAM/ EXP-E280R 2.8 rps - No resist. 7
DEKALB/ DKB26-5 2.6 Rpsc 7 LATHAM/ EXP-E2976R 2.9 rps - No resist. 7
DEKALB/ DKB27-5 2.7 Rpsc 7 LATHAM/ L55R .5 Rpsk 2
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Table C.  2006 Roundup Ready™ soybean entries by brand/variety, maturity group, and gene for Phytophthora root rot resistance as 
reported by the entrants; and performance table number(s) (continued).
brand / Variety Mat.Grp. Gene
Table





LATHAM/ L2500R 2.5 rps - No resist. 7 NUTECH/ NT-2770RR/SCN 2.7 rps - No resist. 7
LATHAM/ L265R 2.6 Rpsc 7 NUTECH/ NT-2777RR/SCN 2.7 Rpsk 7
LATHAM/ L266R 2.6 Rpsk 7 NUTECH/ NT-2890+RR 2.8 Rpsk 7
LATHAM/ L2775R 2.7 Rpsk 7 NUTECH/ NT-2890RR 2.8 Rpsk 7
MIDWEST SEED/ GR090 0.9 rps - No resist.  NUTECH/ NT-7205+RR 2.0 Rpsk 2,
MIDWEST SEED/ GR . Rpsk 2 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-0725RR 0.7 rps - No resist. 
MIDWEST SEED/ GR6 . Rpsk  PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-092RR 0.9 Rpsk ,
MIDWEST SEED/ GR207 2.0 rps - No resist. 5,7 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-096RR 0.9 rps - No resist. ,
MIDWEST SEED/ GR22 2.2 Rpsk 5 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-095RR 0.9 rps - No resist. ,
MIDWEST SEED/ GR265 2.6 rps - No resist. 7 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR .2 Rpsk 2,
MIDWEST SEED/ GR27 2.7 Rpsk 7 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-29RR .2 Rpsc 2,
MUSTANG/ M-066RR 0.6 Rps (Rpsa)  PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-525RR .5 Rpsk 2,
MUSTANG/ M-075RR 0.7 Rps (Rpsa) , PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-75RR .7 rps - No resist. 2,
MUSTANG/ M-095RR 0.9 rps - No resist. , PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-885NR .8 Rpsk ,6
MUSTANG/ M-096RR 0.9 rps - No resist. , PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-96RR .9 Rpsk 2,,6
MUSTANG/ M-097RR 0.9 Rpsc , PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-95RR .9 rps - No resist. 2,,6
MUSTANG/ M-5RR . Rpsc 2, PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-956RR .9 rps - No resist. ,6
MUSTANG/ M-6RR . Rpsk 2, PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-2RR 2. Rpsk 5,7
MUSTANG/ M-56RR .5 Rpsk 2, PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-28NR 2. Rpsk 5
MUSTANG/ M-76RR .7 Rps (Rpsa) 2, PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-226RR 2.2 rps - No resist. 5,7
MUSTANG/ M-9NRR .9 Rpsk 6 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-22RR 2.2 Rpsk 5,7
MUSTANG/ M-20RR 2.0 rps - No resist. 5,7 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-22RR 2. Rpsk 5,7
MUSTANG/ M-207RR 2.0 Rpsk 5,7 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR 2. Rpsk 5,7
MUSTANG/ M-227RR 2.2 Rps (Rpsa) 7 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR 2.5 Rpsk 7
MUSTANG/ M-27RR 2. Rpsk 7 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-2565RR 2.5 Rpsc 7
MUSTANG/ M-26NRR 2. rps - No resist. 7 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-266NR 2.6 Rpsk 7
MUSTANG/ M-27NRR 2.7 Rps (Rpsa) 7 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-26RR 2.7 Rpsk 7
MUSTANG/ M-257RR 2.5 Rpsc 7 PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-265RR 2.7 Rpsk 7
MUSTANG/ M-26RR 2.6 Rpsk 7 PSI BRAND/ 96090RR 0.9 rps - No resist. 
NORTHSTAR/ EXP 0RR . rps - No resist.  PSI BRAND/ 960RR . Rpsk 2,
NORTHSTAR/ NS 080RR 0.8 Rps (Rpsa)  PSI/ 9608RR 0.8 Rps (Rpsa) 
NORTHSTAR/ NS 09RR 0.9 Rpsk  RENK/ RS56RR .5 Rpsk 
NORTHSTAR/ NS 20RR . Rpsk 2, RENK/ RS65RR .6 Rpsk 
NORTHSTAR/ NS 52NRR .5 rps - No resist. 6 RENK/ RS26NRR 2. Not Reported 5,7
NORTHSTAR/ NS 809RR .8 rps - No resist. ,6 RENK/ RS265RR 2.6 Rpsc 7
NUTECH/ NT-0786RR 0.7 rps - No resist.  SANDS/ SOI 87NRR .8 Rpsk 6
NUTECH/ NT-0886RR 0.8 rps - No resist.  SANDS/ SOI 25NRR 2. Rpsk 5,7
NUTECH/ NT-0889RR 0.8 rps - No resist.  SANDS/ SOI 28RR 2. Rpsk 7
NUTECH/ NT-0990RR 0.9 rps - No resist.  SANDS/ SOI 25NRR 2.5 Not Reported 7
NUTECH/ NT-0999+RR 0.9 rps - No resist.  SANDS/ SOI 2609RR 2.6 Rpsk 7
NUTECH/ NT-27RR . Rpsk 2, SANDS/ SOI 267RR 2.6 Rpsk 7
NUTECH/ NT-0RR . Rpsk 2 SANDS/ SOI 2675NRR 2.6 Not Reported 7
NUTECH/ NT-909RR .9 rps - No resist. 6 SANDS/ SOI 275RR 2.7 Rpsk 7
NUTECH/ NT-99RR .9 Rpsk 2,,6 SANDS/ SOI 288RR 2.8 Rpsk 7
NUTECH/ NT-2202RR 2.2 Rpsk  SEEDS 2000/ 2090RR 0.9 Not Reported 
NUTECH/ NT-22RR 2.2 Rps (Rpsa) 5,7 SEEDS 2000/ 20RR . Rpsk 2
NUTECH/ NT-2220RR 2.2 rps - No resist. 5,7 SODAK GENET./ SD09RR 0.9 Rps (Rpsa) ,
NUTECH/ NT-222RR 2.2 Rps (Rpsa) 5,7 SODAK GENET./ SD092RR 0.9 Rpsk ,
NUTECH/ NT-2RR 2. Rps (Rpsa) 5,7 SODAK GENET./ SDRR . Rps (Rpsa) 2,,6
NUTECH/ NT-2626RR 2.6 rps - No resist. 5 STINE/ 0708- 0.7 rps - No resist. 
0
Table C.  2006 Roundup Ready™ soybean entries by brand/variety, maturity group, and gene for Phytophthora root rot resistance as 
reported by the entrants; and performance table number(s) (continued).
brand / Variety Mat.Grp. Gene
Table





STINE/ 09- .0 Rpsk , Public Varieties & Experimentals
STINE/ 08- .0 rps - No resist. 2, PUBLIC/ SD00-08R  Rps (Rpsa) 2,
STINE/ 0- . Rpsk 2, PUBLIC/ SD00-5555R 0 Rpsk ,
STINE/ 98- .9 rps - No resist. 2,,6 PUBLIC/ SD0-20R  Rps (Rpsa) 2,
THOMPSON/ T-0RR . Rpsk 2 PUBLIC/ SD0-29R  Rpsk 2,,6
THOMPSON/ T-00RR . Rpsk 2 PUBLIC/ SD0-77R  Rps (Rpsa) 2,
THOMPSON/ T-RR . Rpsk 2 PUBLIC/ SD02R-8 2 Rpsk 5,7
THOMPSON/ T-766RR .7 Not Reported 2 PUBLIC/ SD02R-5 2 Rpsk 5,7
THOMPSON/ T-800RR .8 rps - No resist. 2 PUBLIC/ SD02R-50 2 Rpsk 5
THOMPSON/ T-22ARR 2.0 5,7 PUBLIC/ SD02R-5 2 Rpsk 5,7
THOMPSON/ T-2220ARR 2.2 rps - No resist. 5,7 PUBLIC/ SD02R-8  Rpsk 2,
THOMPSON/ T-200RR 2. Rpsk 7 PUBLIC/ SD02R-9  Rpsk 2
THOMPSON/ T-2RR/SCN 2. rps - No resist. 5,7 PUBLIC/ SD09RR- 0 Rpsk ,
THOMPSON/ T-2626RR 2.6 rps - No resist. 7 PUBLIC/ SDX00R-07-52  Rps (Rpsa) 2,
THOMPSON/ T-2666RR 2.6 Not Reported 5,7 PUBLIC/ SDX00R-020-8 2 Rps (Rpsa) 5
THOMPSON/ T-2707RR 2.7 Rpsc 7 PUBLIC/ SDX00R-026-2N  Not Reported 2,,6
THOMPSON/ T-2999RR 2.9 Not Reported 7 PUBLIC/ SDX00R-029-  Rpsk 2,
THOMPSON/ T-79RR/SCN .9 Rpsk  PUBLIC/ SDX00R-05-6  Rps (Rpsa) 2,
THOMPSON/ T-7205+RR 2.0 Rpsk 6 PUBLIC/ SDX0R-00009  Rps (Rpsa) 
THOMPSON/ T-7206RR 2.0 Rpsk 5 PUBLIC/ SDX0R-00028 2 Rps (Rpsa) 5
THOMPSON/ T-72RR 2. Rpsk 2, PUBLIC/ SDX0R-00709 2 Not Reported 5
THUNDER/ 25RR . Rpsk 2
THUNDER/ 252RR .2 rps - No resist. 2
THUNDER/ 708RR 0.8 Rpsk 
THUNDER/ 709RR 0.9 Rpsc 
WECO/ EXP 6 0.7RR 0.7 Rpsk ,
WECO/ EXP 6 .0RR .0 Not Reported 2,
WECO/ EXP 6 .5RR .5 Not Reported 2,,6
WECO/ EXP 6 2.0RR 2.0 Rpsk 5,7
WECO/ EXP 6 2.5RR-STS 2.5 Rpsc 5,7
WECO/ EXP 6 2.6RR-SCN 2.6 Rpsc 7
WECO/ EXP 6 2.8RR-SCN 2.8 Not Reported 7
WENSMAN/ W 2090RR 0.9 Not Reported 
WENSMAN/ W 208RR .0 Not Reported 2
WENSMAN/ W 22RR .2 Rpsc 2
WENSMAN/ W 22RR . Rpsk 2,
WENSMAN/ W 26RR .6 Not Reported 2,,6
WENSMAN/ W 268NRR .6 Not Reported ,6
WENSMAN/ W 272NRR .7 Rpsk ,6
WENSMAN/ W 295NRR .9 Rpsk ,6
WENSMAN/ W 2200NRR 2.0 Rpsc 5,7
WENSMAN/ W 2226RR 2.2 Rps (Rpsa) 5,7
WENSMAN/ W 225RR 2.5 Rpsc 7
ZILLER/ BT 72R .2 Rpsk 2
ZILLER/ BT 756NR .5 Not Reported 
ZILLER/ BT 786NR .8 Rpsk 
ZILLER/ BT 7227NR 2.2 Rpsk 7

Table 1a. Roundup Ready™ maturity group-0 soybean variety yield averages- northern South Dakota locations, 2005-2006.  
brand/Variety                                      
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
----- northern Locations ----- 2005-2006 yield Averages
northern Zone Averages
South Shore Warner
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre     2-yr bu/Acre 2006
bu/Acre     
2-yr bu/Acre 2006
bu/Acre     
2-yr
KRUGER/ K-098RR 6 2  8 6 5 
NUTECH/ NT-0889RR 7 2 0 0 6 6 
MUSTANG/ M-095RR 7  2 7  5 
NUTECH/ NT-0886RR 7 0 2 7   
PSI BRAND/ 96090RR 5 28 9 0 6  
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-0725RR 5 2  0 2  
MUSTANG/ M-096RR 8 5 2 6 2 6 2
SEEDS 2000/ 2090RR 7 2  5 2  2
WENSMAN/ W 2090RR 6 29 9 5  2 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-070/RR  2  0 0  
MUSTANG/ M-075RR  28  29  29 
KRUGER/ K-056RR 2 2 0 0 0  0
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-092RR  28 7  2  0
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-095RR 6 29 7 5  2 9
SODAK GENET./ SD092RR 6 0 8 2 0  9
MUSTANG/ M-066RR 2 26 7  0 29 9
SODAK GENET./ SD09RR 7 29 6 2 9  8
THUNDER/ 709RR 7  . 8 . 5 .
KRUGER/ K-072RR 6  . 5 . 5 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-096RR 6  . 6 . 5 .
MUSTANG/ M-097RR 7 2 . 6 .  .
NUTECH/ NT-0990RR 6 0 . 8 .  .
KRUGER/ EXP057RR  5 .  .  .
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-090/RR   . 2 .  .
MIDWEST SEED/ GR090 7 0 . 5 .  .
ASGROW/ AG080  29 .  . 2 .
KRUGER/ K-02RR   .  . 2 .
KRUGER/ EXP086RR 5 0 .  . 2 .
PUBLIC/ SD00-5555R 8 25 . 8 . 2 .
WECO/ EXP 6 0.7RR 6 0 . 2 .  .
PUBLIC/ SD09RR- 8 27 . 5 .  .
THUNDER/ 708RR   . 29 0 0 .
HEFTY/ EXP067RR  0 . 0 . 0 .
DAIRYLAND/ DSR0902RRSTS  25 .  . 29 .
NORTHSTAR/ NS 09RR  2 .  . 29 .
NUTECH/ NT-0786RR  26 . 0 . 28 .
PSI/ 9608RR  28 . 28 . 28 .
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Table 1a. Roundup Ready™ maturity group-0 soybean variety yield averages- northern South Dakota locations, 2005-2006 
(continued).  
brand/Variety                                      
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
----- northern Locations ----- 2005-2006 yield Averages northern Zone Averages
South Shore Warner
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre     2-yr bu/Acre 2006
bu/Acre     
2-yr bu/Acre 2006
bu/Acre     
2-yr
KRUGER/ EXP067RR  27 . 29 . 28 .
NORTHSTAR/ NS 080RR  28 . 26 . 27 .
CROW’S/ C0520R 2 25 . 26 . 26 .
AGVENTURE/ AVEXP09D 2 . . 6 . . .
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 2509R  . . 9  . .
STINE/ 09- 0 . .   . .
STINE/ 0708- 2 0  . . . .
Test avg. : 5 0 0  2 2 
High avg. : 2 5  0 6 6 
Low avg. : 0 2 6 26 9 26 8
# Lsd (.05): 5 NS  NS  2
## TPG-avg. : 0 6 6 9 6 2
@ Coef. Var.: 9 7 8 6 9 6
No. Entries:   8  20 80 
* DTM= average days from seeding (South Shore- May 2, Warner- May 26, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard 
frost before the variety reached maturity.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error, 5% or less is best.

Table 1b.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-o soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- northern South Dakota locations, 2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by 2006 zone protein) DTM*





















SODAK GENET./ SD09RR 7 8.2 8.7  7. 9.  7.8 9.0 
WENSMAN/ W 2090RR 6 7.8 8.7  6.8 9.  7. 9. 
MUSTANG/ M-095RR 7 7.7 8.8  6.8 9.  7. 9. 
KRUGER/ K-098RR 6 7. 8.9  7.0 9.  7.2 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-0889RR 7 7. 8.9  7.0 9.5  7. 9.2 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-095RR 6 6.9 8.9  7. 9.  7.0 9. 
PSI BRAND/ 96090RR 5 7. 8.6  6.6 9.5  7.0 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-092RR  7.5 9.0  6. 9.7  7.0 9. 
PUBLIC/ SD00-5555R 8 7. 8.7  6.5 9.6  7.0 9.2 
MUSTANG/ M-066RR 2 7.7 8.9  6. 9.7  6.9 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-0725RR 5 7. 9.0  6.7 9.7  6.9 9. 
SODAK GENET./ SD092RR 6 7.2 9.0  6.5 9.8  6.9 9. 
MIDWEST SEED/ GR090 7 6.9 8.9  6.8 9.  6.9 9. 
KRUGER/ K-056RR 2 7. 9.0  6. 9.5  6.8 9. 
NORTHSTAR/ NS 09RR  7.6 8.7  6.0 9.7  6.8 9.2 
SEEDS 2000/ 2090RR 7 7. 8.7  6.5 9.5  6.8 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-0886RR 7 6.6 9.0  6.9 9.  6.8 9.2 
KRUGER/ K-072RR 6 6.8 9.0  6.7 9.6  6.8 9. 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-070/RR  7. 8.8  6. 9.8  6.8 9. 
PUBLIC/ SD09RR- 8 7.0 9.0  6.5 9.5  6.8 9. 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-090/RR  7.6 8.9  5.8 9.9  6.7 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-096RR 6 7.2 8.9  6.2 9.7  6.7 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-0990RR 6 7. 8.7  6.2 9.7  6.7 9.2 
CROW’S/ C0520R 2 7. 9.  6. 9.8  6.6 9.6 
MUSTANG/ M-096RR 8 6.8 9.0  6. 9.6  6.6 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-0786RR  7.2 9.0  5.8 20.0  6.5 9.5 
THUNDER/ 708RR  7. 8.7  5.6 9.6  6. 9.2 
PSI/ 9608RR  7. 8.9  5.6 20.0  6. 9.5 
KRUGER/ EXP057RR  6.9 8.9  5.8 20.0  6. 9.5 
WECO/ EXP 6 0.7RR 6 6.8 9.0  5.8 9.9  6. 9.5 

Table 1b.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-o soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- northern South Dakota locations, 2006  
(continued).
brand/Variety                                   
(by 2006 zone protein) DTM*





















KRUGER/ K-02RR  7. 9.  5.2 20.5  6. 9.8 
KRUGER/ EXP067RR  7.2 8.9  5. 9.7  6. 9. 
NORTHSTAR/ NS 080RR  7.2 8.9  5. 20.2  6. 9.6 
HEFTY/ EXP067RR  6.9 8.9  5.5 9.6  6.2 9. 
MUSTANG/ M-075RR  6.8 9.0  5.5 20.0  6.2 9.5 
MUSTANG/ M-097RR 7 6.9 9.0  5. 9.9  6.2 9.5 
KRUGER/ EXP086RR 5 6. 8.7  5.8 9.5  6. 9. 
THUNDER/ 709RR 7 6.6 9.  5.2 9.9  5.9 9.7 
ASGROW/ AG080  6.2 9.2  5.5 9.6  5.9 9. 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR0902RRSTS  6. 9.  5.2 20.  5.8 9.6 
AGVENTURE/ AVEXP09D 2 . . . 6.8 9.  . . .
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 2509R  . . . 6.6 9.  . . .
STINE/ 09- 0 . . . 6.6 9.7  . . .
STINE/ 0708- 2 6.8 8.7  . . . . . .
Test avg. : 5 7. 8.9  6.2 9.7  6.6 9. 
High avg. : 2 8.2 9.  7. 20.5  7.8 9.8 
Low avg. : 0 6.2 8.6  5.2 9.  5.8 9.0 
# Lsd(.05) : . . 0 . . 0 . . 0
## TPG-avg. : . .  . .  . . 
@ Coef. Var. : . . 0 . . 0 . . 0
No. Entries :        80 80 80
* DTM= average days from seeding (South Shore- May 2, Warner- May 26, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard 
frost before the variety reached maturity.
** Lodging, = all plants erect, 5= all plant flat.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error.
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Table 2a.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-I soybean variety yield averages- northern South Dakota locations, 2005-2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
northern Averages by Location
northern Zone Averages
South Shore Warner
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-95RR  2 0 0 5 6 
STINE/ 0- 8 29 9 8 6  
WENSMAN/ W 22RR 2 0 0 6 5  
ASGROW/ AG702 9 28 9 7 5  2
NUTECH/ NT-7205+RR 7 27 8 8 6  2
SEEDS 2000/ 20RR 8 29 8   2 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-525RR 8 29 9 2   
WENSMAN/ W 22RR 5 25 7  5 0 
THOMPSON/ T-72RR 5 27 9 2 2 0 
NUTECH/ NT-0RR 7 25 8 0  28 
DEKALB/ DKB8-5  26 6 5   0
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-0/RR 8 26 5 5   0
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-29RR 6 27 7 2  0 0
KRUGER/ K-00RR 7 28 0 28 0 28 0
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-75RR 8 29 8  0 2 9
KRUGER/ K-77RR 9 2  7   9
DAIRYLAND/ DSR500RRSTS  28 5 2  0 8
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-026-2N 8 27 6 0 0 29 8
SODAK GENET./ SDRR  25 6 27 0 26 8
KRUGER/ K-56RR 7 26 6 29 8 28 7
PUBLIC/ SD0-29R 8 25  0 9 28 7
THUNDER/ 252RR 5 2  2 6 2 5
THOMPSON/ T-766RR  2 . 9 . 6 .
KRUGER/ K-9RR 7  . 9 . 5 .
LATHAM/ EXP-E950R 7  . 9 . 5 .
NUTECH/ NT-27RR 7 29 . 9 .  .
WECO/ EXP 6 .5RR   . 7 .  .
LATHAM/ L55R 8 29 . 6 .  .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-96RR 6 29 . 6 .  .
WENSMAN/ W 26RR 7 29 . 6 .  .
WENSMAN/ W 208RR 7 25 .  .  .
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-07-52 5 0 . 6 .  .
PUBLIC/ SD02R-8 7 28 . 7 .  .
MUSTANG/ M-56RR 7 26 . 8 . 2 .
MUSTANG/ M-76RR 8 29 .  . 2 .
NUTECH/ NT-99RR 7 29 .  . 2 .
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 876R 9 28 . 5 . 2 .
THOMPSON/ T-0RR 8 0 .  . 2 .
CROW’S/ C06R 7 27 . 6 . 2 .
MUSTANG/ M-5RR 7 26 . 6 .  .
THUNDER/ 25RR 7 26 . 6 .  .
THOMPSON/ T-800RR  29 .  .  .
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-05-6 5 28 .  .  .
PUBLIC/ SD0-20R 7 28 .  .  .
PUBLIC/ SD0-77R 8 28 .  .  .
ASGROW/ AG02 6 27 .  . 0 .
AGVENTURE/ AVD6 8 27 . 2 . 0 .
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Table 2a. Roundup Ready™ maturity group-I soybean variety yield averages- northern South Dakota locations, 2005-2006 
(continued).
brand/Variety                                   
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
northern Averages by Location
northern Zone Averages
South Shore Warner
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 27R 8 27 .  . 0 .
THOMPSON/ T-RR 7 26 .  . 0 .
THOMPSON/ T-00RR 8 28 .  . 0 .
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-029- 5 27 .  . 0 .
MUSTANG/ M-6RR 7 25 . 2 . 29 .
HEFTY/ EXP7RR 6 25 .  . 29 .
HEFTY/ EXP7RR 8 25 . 2 . 29 .
WECO/ EXP 6 .0RR 6 26 . 2 . 29 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR 6 25 . 2 . 29 .
MIDWEST SEED/ GR 6 26 . 2 . 29 .
PUBLIC/ SD00-08R 7 25 .  . 28 .
PUBLIC/ SD02R-9 7 2 . 2 . 28 .
KRUGER/ K-88RR/SCN 8 25 . 29 . 27 .
STINE/ 08- 6 25 . 28 . 27 .
KRUGER/ K-20RR 7 2 . 28 . 26 .
ASGROW/ AG002 2 25 . . . . .
AGVENTURE/ AVTRR 22 27 9 . . . .
AGVENTURE/ AVEXP0G9  . . 27 . . .
AGVENTURE/ AV5D7 2 . .  . . .
PSI BRAND/ 960RR 2 26 8 . . . .
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/67NR 2 0 . . . . .
STINE/ 98- . 28 9 . . . .
ZILLER/ BT 72R 2 27 . . . . .
NORTHSTAR/ NS 20RR 2 0 8 . . . .
Test avg. : 7 27 7  2  0
High avg. : 2 2 0  6 6 
Low avg. :  2  2 6 2 5
# Lsd (.05) :  NS 5 NS  .
## TPG-avg. : 28  2 6  .
@ Coef. Var. : 0 8 0 8 9 29+
No. Entries :  70 26 65 22 26 
* DTM= average days from seeding (South Shore- May 2, Warner- May 26, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost 
before the variety reached maturity.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error, 5% or less is best.
+ Lsd and TPG-average values are not reported because Coef. of Variation exceeds 5%.
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Table 2b.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-I soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- northern South Dakota 
locations, 2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by zone protein) DTM*





















LATHAM/ L55R 8 8. 8.8  6.8 9.  7.5 9. 
AGVENTURE/ AVD6 8 7.7 8.6  7.0 9.0  7. 8.8 
MUSTANG/ M-56RR 7 8. 8.6  6.5 9.6  7. 9. 
HEFTY/ EXP7RR 8 8.0 8.8  6. 9.5  7.2 9.2 
KRUGER/ K-77RR 9 8. 8.9  6. 9.6  7.2 9. 
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 876R 9 8. 9.0  6.2 9.6  7.2 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-0RR 7 7.5 8.7  6.7 9.  7. 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-7205+RR 7 7.5 8.9  6.7 9.  7. 9. 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-0/RR 8 7.5 8.9  6.7 9.6  7. 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-75RR 8 7. 8.5  7. 9.  7. 8.8 
MUSTANG/ M-76RR 8 7. 8.6  6.8 9.2  7. 8.9 
THUNDER/ 25RR 7 7.9 8.6  6.2 9.7  7. 9.2 
WENSMAN/ W 26RR 7 7.0 8.6  7.0 9.2  7.0 8.9 
DEKALB/ DKB8-5  7.6 8.8  6. 9.5  7.0 9.2 
STINE/ 0- 8 7.7 8.7  6.2 9.6  7.0 9.2 
WECO/ EXP 6 .5RR  7.2 9.0  6.6 9.  6.9 9.2 
KRUGER/ K-56RR 7 7.6 8.6  6.2 9.  6.9 9.0 
MIDWEST SEED/ GR 6 7.6 8.  6.2 9.5  6.9 9.0 
PUBLIC/ SD02R-9 7 7. 8.8  6. 9.7  6.9 9. 
MUSTANG/ M-6RR 7 7.7 8.5  5.9 9.5  6.8 9.0 
KRUGER/ K-00RR 7 7.6 8.7  6.0 9.8  6.8 9. 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR500RRSTS  7. 8.7  6.5 9.2  6.8 9.0 
CROW’S/ C06R 7 7. 8.7  6.2 9.8  6.8 9. 
ASGROW/ AG702 9 7. 8.8  6. 9.  6.8 9. 
WECO/ EXP 6 .0RR 6 7. 8.8  6.2 9.7  6.8 9. 
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 27R 8 7. 8.9  6. 9.7  6.8 9. 
THOMPSON/ T-0RR 8 7. 8.9  6. 9.6  6.7 9. 
THOMPSON/ T-72RR 5 6.7 9.  6.6 9.5  6.7 9. 
THUNDER/ 252RR 5 7. 8.6  5.9 9.  6.7 9.0 
STINE/ 08- 6 7. 9.0  6.0 9.7  6.6 9. 
THOMPSON/ T-RR 7 6.9 9.0  6.2 9.5  6.6 9. 
KRUGER/ K-88RR/SCN 8 7. 8.7  5.7 9.8  6.5 9. 
KRUGER/ K-9RR 7 6.8 8.8  6.2 9.  6.5 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-525RR 8 6.9 8.9  6. 9.6  6.5 9. 
THOMPSON/ T-766RR  6.5 8.  6.5 9.2  6.5 8.8 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-96RR 6 6.7 9.  6.2 9.2  6.5 9. 
THOMPSON/ T-00RR 8 6.6 8.9  6. 9.  6.5 9.2 
WENSMAN/ W 22RR 2 7. 8.8  5.7 9.8  6. 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-95RR  6. 8.7  6.5 9.2  6. 9.0 
PUBLIC/ SD0-20R 7 6.5 9.0  6.2 9.5  6. 9. 
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-026-2N 8 6.8 8.6  5.9 9.  6. 9.0 
PUBLIC/ SD0-77R 8 6.8 8.7  5.9 9.6  6. 9.2 
HEFTY/ EXP7RR 6 6. 9.  6.2 9.6  6. 9. 
KRUGER/ K-0RR 8 7.2 8.6  5. 9.  6. 9.0 
LATHAM/ EXP-E950R 7 6.5 8.9  6.0 9.  6. 9. 
SEEDS 2000/ 20RR 8 6. 8.6  6. 9.5  6. 9. 
WENSMAN/ W 208RR 7 6.6 9.0  5.8 9.8  6.2 9. 
PUBLIC/ SD02R-8 7 6. 9.0  6.0 9.5  6.2 9. 
ASGROW/ AG02 6 6.5 8.7  5.8 9.2  6.2 9.0 
KRUGER/ K-20RR 7 6.9 8.5  5. 9.  6.2 9.0 
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Table 2b.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-I soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- northern South Dakota 
locations, 2006 (continued).
brand/Variety                                   
(by zone protein) DTM*





















THOMPSON/ T-800RR  6. 8.0  6.0 9.  6.2 8.7 
NUTECH/ NT-27RR 7 6.7 8.8  5. 9.  6. 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-99RR 7 6.5 8.8  5.6 9.  6. 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-29RR 6 6.6 9.0  5. 9.6  6.0 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR 6 6. 8.8  5.6 9.  6.0 9. 
PUBLIC/ SD0-29R 8 6. 8.7  5.9 9.5  6.0 9. 
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-029- 5 6. 9.0  5. 9.6  5.9 9. 
MUSTANG/ M-5RR 7 6.0 8.8  5. 9.6  5.7 9.2 
SODAK GENET./ SDRR  5.9 9.  5. 9.8  5.7 9.6 
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-05-6 5 5.9 9.  5. 9.6  5.7 9. 
WENSMAN/ W 22RR 5 5.8 9.0  5. 9.7  5.5 9. 
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-07-52 5 5.9 9.0  5.0 9.7  5.5 9. 
PUBLIC/ SD00-08R 7 5.9 9.2  .7 20.0  5. 9.6 
ASGROW/ AG002 2 6.7 9.0  . . . . . .
AGVENTURE/ AVTRR 22 7.6 8.8  . . . . . .
AGVENTURE/ AVEXP0G9  . . . 6.0 9.7  . . .
AGVENTURE/ AV5D7 2 . . . 6. 9.7  . . .
PSI BRAND/ 960RR 2 7.7 8.8  . . . . . .
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/67NR 2 6.9 8.9  . . . . . .
STINE/ 98- . 7.0 8.9  . . . . . .
ZILLER/ BT 72R 2 6.5 8.7  . . . . . .
NORTHSTAR/ NS 20RR 2 7.2 9.0  . . . . . .
Test avg. : 7 7.0 8.8  6. 9.5  6.5 9. 
High avg. : 2 8. 9.  7. 20.0  7.5 9.6 
Low avg. :  5.8 8.0  .7 9.0  5. 8.7 
# Lsd(.05) : . . 0 . . 0 . . 0
## TPG-avg. : . .  . .  . . 
@ Coef.Var. : . . 0 . . 0 . . 0
No. Entries :  70 70 70 65 65 65 26 26 26
* DTM= average days from seeding (South Shore- May 2, Warner- May 26, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost 
before the variety reached maturity.
** Lodging, = all plants erect, 5= all plant flat.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error.
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Table 3a.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-o soybean variety yield averages- central South Dakota locations, 2005-2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
Central Averages by Location
Central Zone Averages
brookings bancroft
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
NUTECH/ NT-0999+RR 9 55 62 6 56 5 59
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-092RR 9 5 6  56 9 59
MUSTANG/ M-095RR 20 56 6 8 55 52 58
KRUGER/ K-098RR 9 5 59 7 56 50 58
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-095RR 9 5 59 6 5 50 57
MUSTANG/ M-096RR 20 9 58 6 56 8 57
SODAK GENET./ SD092RR 20 6 5  5 5 5
SODAK GENET./ SD09RR 20  5 8 5  52
KRUGER/ K-072RR 9 58 . 8 . 5 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-096RR 9 55 . 6 . 5 .
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-090/RR 8 5 . 6 . 50 .
KRUGER/ EXP057RR  50 . 5 . 8 .
KRUGER/ EXP067RR  9 . 7 . 8 .
MUSTANG/ M-097RR 8 5 .  . 7 .
PUBLIC/ SD00-5555R 20 52 .  . 7 .
PUBLIC/ SD09RR- 2 50 .  . 7 .
KRUGER/ K-056RR  6 . 6 . 6 .
MUSTANG/ M-075RR  6 . 2 .  .
WECO/ EXP 6 0.7RR  . .  . . .
STINE/ 09- 5 . . 6 56 . .
Test avg.: 8 5 58 5 55 8 57
High avg. : 2 58 62 8 56 5 59
Low avg. :   5 8 5  52
# Lsd (.05): 5 5 5 NS  NS
## TPG-avg. : 5 57  5 9 52
@ Coef. Var.: 6  7 7 7 8
No. Entries:  8 8 20 9 6 6
* DTM= average days from seeding (Brookings- May 22, Bancroft- May 0, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost 
before the variety reached maturity.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error, 5% or less is best.
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Table 3b.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-o soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- central South Dakota 
locations, 2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by 2006 zone protein) DTM*





















SODAK GENET./ SD09RR 20 8. 8.8  6.6 9.6  7.5 9.2 
PUBLIC/ SD09RR- 2 8. 8.8  6.7 9.6  7. 9.2 
SODAK GENET./ SD092RR 20 8.0 8.7  6.6 20.0  7. 9. 
PUBLIC/ SD00-5555R 20 7.9 8.7  6.5 9.8  7.2 9. 
MUSTANG/ M-075RR  7. 9.  6.5 20.  7.0 9.6 
KRUGER/ K-056RR  7.5 9.0  6. 20.0  7.0 9.5 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-095RR 9 7. 8.9  6. 9.8  6.9 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-092RR 9 7. 8.8  6. 9.9  6.9 9. 
MUSTANG/ M-095RR 20 7.2 9.  6. 9.8  6.8 9.5 
KRUGER/ K-072RR 9 7.0 9.0  6. 9.6  6.7 9. 
MUSTANG/ M-096RR 20 6.9 9.  6. 9.9  6.7 9.6 
KRUGER/ K-098RR 9 7.0 9.0  6. 9.8  6.7 9. 
KRUGER/ EXP057RR  7. 9.0  6. 20.0  6.6 9.5 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-096RR 9 6.7 9.0  6.2 20.  6.5 9.6 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-090/RR 8 7. 9.  5.7 20.  6. 9.7 
KRUGER/ EXP067RR  6.9 9.0  5.9 9.8  6. 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-0999+RR 9 6.5 8.9  6.2 20.0  6. 9.5 
MUSTANG/ M-097RR 8 6.6 9.0  5.8 9.9  6.2 9.5 
WECO/ EXP 6 0.7RR  . . . 6.2 20.0  . . .
STINE/ 09- 5 . . . 6.5 9.8  . . .
Test avg. : 8 7. 9.0  6. 9.9  6.8 9. 
High avg. : 2 8. 9.  6.7 20.  7.5 9.7 
Low avg. :  6.5 8.7  5.7 9.6  6.2 9.2 
* Lsd(.05) : . . 0 . . 0 . . 0
## TPG-avg. : . .  . .  . . 
### Coef.Var. : . . 0 . . 0 . . 0
No. Entries :  8 8 8 20 20 20 6 6 6
* DTM= average days from seeding (Brookings- May 22, Bancroft- May 0, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost 
before the variety reached maturity.
** Lodging, = all plants erect, 5= all plant flat.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if difference are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error.
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Table 4a.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-I soybean variety yield averages- central South Dakota locations, 2005-2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
Central Averages by Location
Central Zone Averages
brookings bancroft
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
STINE/ 98- 26 60 65 60 66 60 66
KRUGER/ K-95+RR/SCN 25 57 65 59 6 58 65
THOMPSON/ T-72RR 27 58 62 59 65 59 6
NUTECH/ NT-7205+RR 28 59 65 5 6 57 6
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-95RR 22 58 6 58 62 58 6
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-75RR 2 55 6 59 6 57 6
WENSMAN/ W 295NRR 2 57 6 55 6 56 6
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-525RR 9 56 62 59 62 58 62
ASGROW/ AG90 22 58 6 55 6 57 62
MUSTANG/ M-56RR 2 5 6 59 62 57 62
NUTECH/ NT-2202RR 28 57 6 5 6 5 62
NORTHSTAR/ NS 20RR 2 5 60 6 62 58 6
MUSTANG/ M-76RR 2 5 60 57 62 5 6
HEFTY/ 95RR 26 5 6 5 60 5 6
ASGROW/ AG702 2 55 62 5 59 5 6
THOMPSON/ T-79RR/SCN 20 5 62 52 60 5 6
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-99RRSTS 2 55 60 56 59 56 60
MUSTANG/ M-5RR 9 5 59 56 60 55 60
KRUGER/ K-56RR 2 5 60 56 60 55 60
WENSMAN/ W 26RR 7 5 59 56 6 55 60
WENSMAN/ W 22RR 2 5 6 55 58 55 60
PSI BRAND/ 960RR 22 55 6 5 58 5 60
KRUGER/ K-00RR 2 56 6 52 58 5 60
DEKALB/ DKB8-5 2 56 62 9 58 5 60
KRUGER/ K-77RR 2 5 6 9 59 52 60
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-29RR 2 5 57 57 6 5 59
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-0/RR 9 56 6 50 56 5 59
MUSTANG/ M-6RR 8 5 59 5 59 52 59
DAIRYLAND/ DSR500RRSTS 22 5 59 5 57 5 58
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-026-2N 2 5 57 56 59 5 58
PUBLIC/ SD0-29R 2 50 56 52 55 5 56
PUBLIC/ SD0-77R 2 52 56 50 5 5 55
SODAK GENET./ SDRR 2 50 55 7 5 9 55
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-956RR 26 58 . 62 . 60 .
NUTECH/ NT-99RR 2 59 . 59 . 59 .
KRUGER/ K-9RR 26 58 . 59 . 59 .
WECO/ EXP 6 .5RR 2 55 . 6 . 58 .
KRUGER/ EXP86RR 2 56 . 60 . 58 .
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 27R 2 55 . 6 . 58 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-96RR 20 57 . 58 . 58 .
CROW’S/ C706R 2 58 . 57 . 58 .
HEFTY/ EXP7RR 22 5 . 60 . 57 .
LATHAM/ EXP-E950R 27 56 . 57 . 57 .
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Table 4a.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-I soybean variety yield averages- central South Dakota locations, 2005-2006  
(continued).
brand/Variety                                   
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
Central Averages by Location
Central Zone Averages
brookings bancroft
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
KRUGER/ K-88RR/SCN 2 60 . 52 . 56 .
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-520/RR 2 55 . 56 . 56 .
DAIRYLAND/ DSR70RRSTS 2 5 . 59 . 56 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-885NR 2 57 . 55 . 56 .
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-07-52 2 5 . 57 . 56 .
ASGROW/ AG02 2 5 . 5 . 5 .
KRUGER/ K-20RR 2 5 . 57 . 5 .
KRUGER/ K-0RR 2 5 . 5 . 5 .
PUBLIC/ SDX0R-00009 20 52 . 56 . 5 .
PUBLIC/ SD02R-8 2 55 . 5 . 5 .
WECO/ EXP 6 .0RR 20 5 . 52 . 5 .
WENSMAN/ W 268NRR 9 52 . 5 . 5 .
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-05-6 26 52 . 5 . 5 .
WENSMAN/ W 272NRR 9 5 . 50 . 52 .
NORTHSTAR/ EXP 0RR 7 5 . 50 . 52 .
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-029- 2 5 . 5 . 52 .
NUTECH/ NT-27RR 22 5 . 9 . 5 .
PUBLIC/ SD0-20R 2 5 . 7 . 5 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR 20 5 . 9 . 50 .
MIDWEST SEED/ GR6 20 50 . 8 . 9 .
PUBLIC/ SD00-08R 22 9 .  . 6 .
COYOTE/ 79RR . 52 59 . . . .
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 876R . 5 . . . . .
KALTENBERG/ KB5RR 2 55 62 . . . .
KALTENBERG/ KB55RR . 55 6 . . . .
STINE/ 0- 9 . . 58 62 . .
STINE/ 08- 6 . .  . . .
ZILLER/ BT 756NR . 5 . . . . .
ZILLER/ BT 786NR . 56 . . . . .
NORTHSTAR/ NS 809RR . 56 . . . . .
RENK/ RS65RR . 5 6 . . . .
RENK/ RS56RR 2 5 . . . . .
Test avg. : 22 5 6 5 + 60 + 55 6
High avg. : 28 60 65 62 66 60 66
Low avg. : 6 9 55  5 6 55
# Lsd (.05) : 5  NS NS 7 NS
## TPG-avg. : 55 62  5 5 55
### Coef.Var. : 5 5  0  
No. Entries :  7 7 66  28 66
* DTM= average days from seeding (Brookings- May 22, Bancroft- May 0, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a 
hard frost before the variety reached maturity.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error, 5% or less is best.
+ Location was hit by hail on July , 2006 and resulted in an estimated 0-50% stand defoliatation.
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Table 4b.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-I soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- central South Dakota 
locations, 2006.
brand/Variety                                 
(by 2006 zone protein) DTM*





















KRUGER/ K-56RR 2 7. 8.  6.9 9.5  7. 8.9 
MUSTANG/ M-6RR 8 7.0 8.5  6.8 9.6  6.9 9. 
PUBLIC/ SDX0R-00009 20 7. 8.7  6. 9.8  6.9 9. 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-520/RR 2 7. 8.6  6.5 9.5  6.8 9. 
MIDWEST SEED/ GR6 20 7.0 8.2  6.6 9.6  6.8 8.9 
MUSTANG/ M-76RR 2 7.0 8.5  6. 9.6  6.7 9. 
PSI BRAND/ 960RR 22 6. 9.0  6.7 9.8  6.5 9. 
ASGROW/ AG702 2 6.5 8.9  6. 9.7  6.5 9. 
KRUGER/ K-00RR 2 6.7 9.  6.2 20.0  6.5 9.6 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR500RRSTS 22 6. 8.5  6.6 9.5  6.5 9.0 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-0/RR 9 6. 8.7  6. 9.7  6. 9.2 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-75RR 2 6. 8.7  6. 9.5  6. 9. 
NORTHSTAR/ NS 20RR 2 6. 8.9  6. 20.0  6. 9.5 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-99RRSTS 2 6.7 8.5  6.0 9.  6. 9.0 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR70RRSTS 2 6.2 8.8  6.5 9.5  6. 9.2 
ASGROW/ AG02 2 6.6 8.6  6.0 9.7  6. 9.2 
NUTECH/ NT-27RR 22 6.5 8.8  6.0 9.6  6. 9.2 
WENSMAN/ W 268NRR 9 6. 8.8  6.2 9.8  6. 9. 
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-026-2N 2 6.5 8.6  6.0 9.7  6. 9.2 
HEFTY/ EXP7RR 22 6.5 9.  5.9 9.8  6.2 9.5 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-95RR 22 6. 8.9  6. 9.8  6.2 9. 
WECO/ EXP 6 .0RR 20 6.2 8.8  6. 20.0  6.2 9. 
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 27R 2 6. 9.0  6.2 9.8  6.2 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR 20 6.2 8.5  6. 9.7  6.2 9. 
MUSTANG/ M-56RR 2 6. 8.9  5.9 20.0  6.2 9.5 
PUBLIC/ SD00-08R 22 6. 9.0  6.0 20.  6.2 9.6 
THOMPSON/ T-72RR 27 6. 9.0  6. 9.7  6. 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-7205+RR 28 6. 9.0  5.9 9.8  6. 9. 
KRUGER/ EXP86RR 2 6. 9.0  5.9 9.8  6. 9. 
NORTHSTAR/ EXP 0RR 7 6. 8.6  5.9 9.7  6. 9.2 
SODAK GENET./ SDRR 2 6.8 8.9  5. 20.2  6. 9.6 
DEKALB/ DKB8-5 2 6. 8.9  5.7 9.9  6. 9. 
KRUGER/ K-20RR 2 6.2 9.0  5.9 9.6  6. 9. 
KRUGER/ K-0RR 2 6.6 8.8  5.5 9.9  6. 9. 
WENSMAN/ W 26RR 7 6.5 8.6  5.6 9.  6. 9.0 
PUBLIC/ SD0-29R 2 6.6 8.7  5.5 20.0  6. 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-525RR 9 6. 9.0  5.9 9.9  6.0 9.5 
ASGROW/ AG90 22 6.0 8.8  5.9 9.7  6.0 9. 
WECO/ EXP 6 .5RR 2 5.9 9.  6.0 9.9  6.0 9.5 
KRUGER/ K-95+RR/SCN 25 6. 9.  5.8 20.0  6.0 9.7 
KRUGER/ K-88RR/SCN 2 5.8 9.2  6. 20.0  6.0 9.6 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-885NR 2 5.8 9.2  6. 20.0  6.0 9.6 
WENSMAN/ W 22RR 2 6.7 9.0  5. 20.  5.9 9.7 
PUBLIC/ SD0-77R 2 6.6 8.9  5.2 20.  5.9 9.6 
KRUGER/ K-77RR 2 6. 9.0  5.5 20.  5.9 9.6 
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Table 4b.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-I soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- central South Dakota 
locations, 2006.
brand/Variety                                 
(by 2006 zone protein) DTM*





















WENSMAN/ W 295NRR 2 5. 9.2  6. 9.8  5.9 9.5 
CROW’S/ C706R 2 6.0 8.8  5.8 9.9  5.9 9. 
STINE/ 98- 26 6. 9.  5.6 20.0  5.9 9.6 
PUBLIC/ SD0-20R 2 6.2 9.0  5.5 20.2  5.9 9.6 
NUTECH/ NT-2202RR 28 6.0 9.  5.5 20.  5.8 9.6 
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-07-52 2 5.7 9.  5.8 20.  5.8 9.6 
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-05-6 26 5.8 9.0  5.7 9.6  5.8 9. 
HEFTY/ 95RR 26 5.8 8.9  5.6 9.9  5.7 9. 
KRUGER/ K-9RR 26 5. 8.9  6.0 9.  5.7 9.2 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-96RR 20 6.0 9.0  5. 9.9  5.7 9.5 
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-029- 2 5.6 9.  5.6 20.0  5.6 9.6 
LATHAM/ EXP-E950R 27 5.5 8.9  5.6 9.6  5.6 9. 
WENSMAN/ W 272NRR 9 5.8 8.6  5. 20.2  5.6 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-99RR 2 5.6 8.8  5. 9.9  5.5 9. 
THOMPSON/ T-79RR/SCN 20 5.9 9.  5. 20.  5.5 9.9 
PUBLIC/ SD02R-8 2 5.5 8.9  5. 20.0  5. 9.5 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-956RR 26 5.7 9.  .9 20.2  5. 9.8 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-29RR 2 5. 9.  .8 20.  5. 9.6 
MUSTANG/ M-5RR 9 5.2 9.0  .8 20.  5.0 9.6 
COYOTE/ 79RR . 5.9 9.  . . . . . .
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/ 876R . 6.0 8.9  . . . . . .
KALTENBERG/ KB5RR 2 6.8 8.5  . . . . . .
KALTENBERG/ KB55RR . 6.6 8.5  . . . . . .
STINE/ 0- 9 . . . 6. 9.9  . . .
STINE/ 08- 6 . . . 6. 20.0  . . .
ZILLER/ BT 756NR . 6.6 8.8  . . . . . .
ZILLER/ BT 786NR . 6.2 8.7  . . . . . .
NORTHSTAR/ NS 809RR . 6.0 8.6  . . . . . .
RENK/ RS65RR . 6.8 8.8  . . . . . .
RENK/ RS56RR 2 6.2 9.0  . . . . . .
Test avg. : 22 6.2 8.9  5.9 9.9  6. 9. 
High avg. : 28 7. 9.  6.9 20.  7. 9.9 
Low avg. : 6 5.2 8.2  .8 9.  5.0 8.9 
* Lsd(.05) : . . 0 . . 0 . . 0
## TPG-avg. : . .  . .  . . 
@ Coef. Var. : . . 0 . . 0 . . 0
No. Entries :  7 7 7 66 66 66 28 28 28
* DTM= average days from seeding (Brookings - May 22, Bancroft- May 0, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost 
before the variety reached maturity. 
** Lodging, = all plants erect, 5= all plant flat.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error.
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Table 5a. Roundup Ready™ maturity group-II soybean variety yield averages- central South Dakota locations, 2005-2006.
brand/Variety                                       
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
Central Averages by Location
Central Zone Averages
brookings bancroft
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-22RR 26 60 6 60 66 60 65
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-22RR 27 56 65 58 62 57 6
KRUGER/ K-22+RR 25 55 6 55 6 55 6
MUSTANG/ M-20RR 27 60 6 5 62 57 6
DEKALB/ DKB22-52 2 59 6 5 62 56 6
HEFTY/ 226RR 26 57 6 57 62 57 62
KRUGER/ K-2+RR 29 59 62 55 6 57 62
KRUGER/ K-2+RR 26 6 6 50 60 56 62
NUTECH/ NT-2RR 26 6 6 5 60 57 6
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-2RR 0 58 62  57 5 60
MUSTANG/ M-207RR 2 6 . 56 . 59 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR 29 56 . 6 . 59 .
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-020-8 2 59 . 5 . 57 .
KRUGER/ K-255RR 28 58 . 5 . 56 .
KRUGER/ K-259RR 0 5 . 58 . 56 .
MIDWEST SEED/ GR207 27 60 . 52 . 56 .
NUTECH/ NT-2626RR 28 56 . 5 . 55 .
KRUGER/ EXP226RR 27 55 . 5 . 55 .
KRUGER/ K-25RR/SCN 28 5 . 55 . 55 .
MIDWEST SEED/ GR22 2 55 . 55 . 55 .
WENSMAN/ W 2200NRR 2 59 . 50 . 55 .
THOMPSON/ T-2220ARR 2 58 . 5 . 55 .
THOMPSON/ T-22ARR 27 56 . 5 . 55 .
THOMPSON/ T-7206RR 2 58 . 52 . 55 .
PUBLIC/ SD02R-5 25 56 . 5 . 55 .
PUBLIC/ SD02R-5 2 57 . 5 . 55 .
KRUGER/ K-2RR 28 57 . 5 . 5 .
THOMPSON/ T-2666RR 29 56 . 52 . 5 .
PUBLIC/ SDX0R-00028 2 5 . 5 . 5 .
PUBLIC/ SDX0R-00709 28 56 . 5 . 5 .
NUTECH/ NT-2220RR 27 58 . 7 . 5 .
NUTECH/ NT-222RR 0 55 . 50 . 5 .
PUBLIC/ SD02R-8 2 57 . 8 . 5 .
ASGROW/ AG2002 2 59 .  . 52 .
NUTECH/ NT-22RR 27 56 . 8 . 52 .
LATHAM/ EXP-E225R 29 55 . 9 . 52 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-226RR 28 5 . 9 . 52 .
WENSMAN/ W 2226RR 26 5 . 50 . 52 .
PUBLIC/ SD02R-50 2 55 . 9 . 52 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-28NR 2 57 .  . 5 .
THOMPSON/ T-2RR/SCN 27 50 . 6 . 8 .
ASGROW/ AG207 . 58 6 . . . .
COYOTE/ 952RR . 56 . . . . .
COYOTE/ 52RR . 56 6 . . . .
COYOTE/ 527RR . 50 . . . . .
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Table 5a. Roundup Ready™ maturity group-II soybean variety yield averages- central South Dakota locations, 2005-2006.
brand/Variety                                       
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
Central Averages by Location
Central Zone Averages
brookings bancroft
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
COYOTE/ EXP 622RR . 57 . . . . .
COYOTE/ EXP 625NRR . 5 . . . . .
COYOTE/ EXP 626RR . 5 . . . . .
SANDS/ SOI 25NRR . 58 . . . . .
WECO/ EXP 6 2.0RR . 6 . . . . .
WECO/ EXP 6 2.5RR-STS . 55 . . . . .
RENK/ RS26NRR . 52 . . . . .
Test avg. : 26 56 6 52+ 62+ 55 6
High value : 0 6 65 6 66 60 65
Low avg. : 2 50 6  57 8 60
# Lsd (.05) :  NS NS NS NS NS
## TPG-avg. : 57 6  57 8 60
@ Coef. Var. : 5   9 0 
No. Entries :  52 2  0 82 20
* DTM= average days from seeding (Brookings- May 22, Bancroft- May 0, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost 
before the variety reached maturity.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
# TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error, 5% or less is best.
+ Location was hit by hail on July , 2006 resulting in a 0-50% stand defoliation.
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Table 5b.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-II soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- central South Dakota 
locations, 2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by 2006 zone protein) DTM*





















LATHAM/ EXP-E225R 29 7.0 8.9  7.0 9.  7.0 9.0 
KRUGER/ EXP226RR 27 7. 8.6  6.8 9.  7.0 9.0 
PUBLIC/ SDX0R-00028 2 6.7 8.7  6.9 9.  6.8 9. 
PUBLIC/ SDX0R-00709 28 6.9 8.6  6.7 9.0  6.8 8.8 
PUBLIC/ SD02R-50 2 7.2 8.7  6. 9.5  6.8 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-22RR 27 7. 8.8  6. 9.5  6.8 9.2 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-226RR 28 6.9 8.7  6.6 9.  6.8 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-2RR 0 6. 9.  7.0 9.  6.7 9. 
THOMPSON/ T-22ARR 27 6.6 8.9  6.8 9.5  6.7 9.2 
WENSMAN/ W 2226RR 26 6.9 8.9  6. 9.5  6.7 9.2 
PUBLIC/ SD02R-5 25 6.8 8.8  6.5 9.8  6.7 9. 
KRUGER/ K-2RR 28 6.5 8.8  6.5 8.8  6.5 8.8 
NUTECH/ NT-2626RR 28 6. 8.8  6.5 9.  6.5 9.0 
KRUGER/ K-22+RR 25 6.8 8.6  6. 9.5  6.5 9. 
KRUGER/ K-25RR/SCN 28 6.2 9.  6.6 9.  6. 9. 
MIDWEST SEED/ GR22 2 6.8 8.9  6.0 9.6  6. 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-222RR 0 6.2 9.  6.5 9.9  6. 9.5 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR 29 6. 8.9  6. 9.  6. 9.2 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-22RR 26 6.6 9.  6.0 9.8  6. 9.5 
THOMPSON/ T-2RR/SCN 27 6. 8.7  6. 9.  6. 8.9 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-22RR 27 6. 8.6  6. 9.  6. 9.0 
KRUGER/ K-255RR 28 6.5 8.9  5.9 9.  6.2 9. 
THOMPSON/ T-7206RR 2 6.7 9.2  5.7 9.7  6.2 9.5 
MIDWEST SEED/ GR207 27 6. 9.0  6. 9.5  6. 9. 
MUSTANG/ M-20RR 27 6. 9.2  5.9 9.7  6. 9.5 
KRUGER/ K-2+RR 29 5.9 9.0  6.2 9.2  6. 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-28NR 2 6. 9.  5.7 9.8  6. 9.6 
THOMPSON/ T-2666RR 29 6.2 9.  5.9 9.  6. 9.2 
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-020-8 2 6. 8.8  6.0 9.6  6. 9.2 
MUSTANG/ M-207RR 2 6.0 9.0  5.8 9.6  5.9 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-2RR 26 6.0 8.7  5.8 9.6  5.9 9.2 
NUTECH/ NT-2220RR 27 6.5 8.7  5. 9.5  5.9 9. 
HEFTY/ 226RR 26 6.0 8.9  5.8 9.5  5.9 9.2 
THOMPSON/ T-2220ARR 2 6.8 8.6  5.0 9.5  5.9 9. 
PUBLIC/ SD02R-8 2 6.5 9.0  5. 9.8  5.9 9. 
KRUGER/ K-259RR 0 5.6 8.8  6. 9.0  5.9 8.9 
PUBLIC/ SD02R-5 2 6. 8.6  5. 9.9  5.8 9. 
ASGROW/ AG2002 2 6.2 9.  5.2 9.9  5.7 9.5 
KRUGER/ K-2+RR 26 6. 9.0  5. 9.8  5.7 9. 
DEKALB/ DKB22-52 2 5.9 9.  5. 9.8  5.6 9.5 
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Table 5b.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-II soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- central South Dakota 
locations, 2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by 2006 zone protein) DTM*





















WENSMAN/ W 2200NRR 2 6. 9.  .6 9.  5.0 9.2 
ASGROW/ AG207 . 6. 9.  . . . . . .
COYOTE/ 952RR . 5.9 9.  . . . . . .
COYOTE/ 52RR . 6. 8.9  . . . . . .
COYOTE/ 527RR . 5.5 8.9  . . . . . .
COYOTE/ EXP 622RR . 7.0 8.8  . . . . . .
COYOTE/ EXP 625NRR . 6.8 8.7  . . . . . .
COYOTE/ EXP 626RR . 6.5 8.9  . . . . . .
SANDS/ SOI 25NRR . 6.5 9.  . . . . . .
WECO/ EXP 6 2.0RR . 6. 9.0  . . . . . .
WECO/ EXP 6 2.5RR-STS . 6. 8.5  . . . . . .
RENK/ RS26NRR . 6.6 8.8  . . . . . .
Test avg. : 26.0 6. 8.9  6. 9.5  6.2 9.2 
High avg. : 0.0 7.2 9.  7.0 9.9  7.0 9.6 
Low avg. : 2.0 5.5 8.5  .6 8.8  5.0 8.8 
* Lsd(.05) : . . 0 . . 0 . . 0
## TPG-avg. : . .  . .  . . 
### Coef.Var. : . . 0 . . 0 . . 0
No. Entries :  52 52 52    82 82 82
* DTM= average days from seeding (Brookings- May 25, Bancroft- May 27, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost 
before the variety reached maturity.
** Lodging, = all plants erect, 5= all plant flat.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated. 
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error, 5% or less is best.
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Table 6a.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-I soybean variety yield averages- southern South Dakota locations, 2005-2006. 
brand/Variety                                   
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
Southern Averages by Location
Southern Zone Averages
beresford Geddes
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
THOMPSON/ T-7205+RR 2 6 59 8 8 56 9
ASGROW/ AG90 20 60 56 50  55 9
NORTHSTAR/ NS 809RR 22 65 57 7 8 56 8
KRUGER/ K-95+RR/SCN 2 6 59 8 5 56 7
NUTECH/ NT-909RR 2 57 57 8 7 5 7
KRUGER/ K-77RR 8 6 58 6  55 6
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-95RR 22 59 56 8 6 5 6
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-026-2N 2 6 57   5 6
KRUGER/ K-56RR 7 57 56 9 2 8 
PUBLIC/ SD0-29R 2 56 5   50 2
SODAK GENET./ SDRR  7 9 8 0  0
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-956RR 25 67 . 52 . 60 .
ASGROW/ AG702 8 6 . 50 9 56 .
HEFTY/ 95RR 2 6 . 7 . 56 .
KRUGER/ K-88RR/SCN 2 67 . 5 . 56 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-96RR 25 65 . 7 . 56 .
WENSMAN/ W 295NRR 2 6 . 50 . 56 .
NUTECH/ NT-99RR 2 6 . 9 . 55 .
KRUGER/ K-9RR 2 6 . 9 . 55 .
SANDS/ SOI 87NRR 20 60 . 8 . 5 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-885NR 22 62 . 5 . 5 .
WENSMAN/ W 272NRR 2 62 . 6 . 5 .
WENSMAN/ W 26RR 9 6 . 5 . 5 .
NORTHSTAR/ NS 52NRR 6 60 .  . 52 .
WENSMAN/ W 268NRR 8 55 .  . 9 .
KRUGER/ K-0RR 6 5 . 2 . 8 .
COYOTE/ 79RR 28 . . 5 8 . .
MUSTANG/ M-9NRR 2 6 . . . . .
WECO/ EXP 6 .5RR 2 . . 8 . . .
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/277NR 7 62 . . . . .
STINE/ 98- 8 62 58 . . . .
Test avg. : 2 6 56 6 6 5 6
High avg. : 28 67 59 52  60 9
Low avg. :  7 9 8 0  0
# Lsd (.05) : 5 NS  6  .
## TPG-avg. : 62 9 8 5 57 .
@ Coef. Var. : 5 6 6 8 5 20+
No. Entries :  29 2 28  52 22
* DTM= average days from seeding (Beresford- May 7, Geddes- May 25 , 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost 
before the variety reached maturity.       
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.   
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.       
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error, 5% or less is best.       
+ .Lsd and TPG-avg. values are not reported because the Coef. of Variation exceeds 5%.       
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Table 6b. Roundup Ready™ maturity group-I soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- southern South Dakota 
locations, 2006.
brand/Variety                                      
(by 2006 zone protein) DTM*




















KRUGER/ K-56RR 7 6.9 9.6  8. 9.2  7.6 9. 
WENSMAN/ W 268NRR 8 7. 9.7 2 7.9 9.7  7.5 9.7 2
WENSMAN/ W 26RR 9 7. 9. 2 7. 9.6  7. 9.5 
NORTHSTAR/ NS 52NRR 6 7.0 9.8 2 7.5 9.8  7. 9.8 2
PUBLIC/ SDX00R-026-2N 2 7.0 9. 2 7.5 9.  7. 9. 2
KRUGER/ K-0RR 6 6. 9.8 2 7.6 9.  7.0 9.6 
SODAK GENET./ SDRR  6. 20.0  7.5 9.7  7.0 9.9 2
WENSMAN/ W 295NRR 2 6.7 9.7 2 7. 9.9  6.9 9.8 
ASGROW/ AG90 20 6.8 9.  7.0 9.5  6.9 9. 
ASGROW/ AG702 8 6.5 9.8 2 7.2 9.6  6.9 9.7 2
KRUGER/ K-95+RR/SCN 2 6.6 9.8 2 7. 20.0  6.9 9.9 2
NUTECH/ NT-909RR 2 6.8 9.6 2 6.9 9.7  6.9 9.7 
HEFTY/ 95RR 2 6.8 9.6 2 6.9 9.8  6.9 9.7 2
PUBLIC/ SD0-29R 2 6.5 9.5 2 7.0 9.5  6.8 9.5 2
WENSMAN/ W 272NRR 2 6.5 9.8 2 6.8 9.8  6.7 9.8 
SANDS/ SOI 87NRR 20 6.5 20.0 2 6.7 9.9  6.6 20.0 
THOMPSON/ T-7205+RR 2 6.7 9.5 2 6.5 9.8  6.6 9.7 
KRUGER/ K-88RR/SCN 2 6. 9.9 2 6.7 20.  6.6 20.0 2
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-95RR 22 6. 9.5 2 6.7 9.7  6.6 9.6 2
KRUGER/ K-77RR 8 6. 9.6 2 6.6 9.5  6.5 9.6 2
KRUGER/ K-9RR 2 6.8 9. 2 6.2 9.9  6.5 9.6 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-96RR 25 6.6 9. 2 6. 9.7  6.5 9.6 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-885NR 22 6.2 9.9 2 6.6 9.9  6. 9.9 
NORTHSTAR/ NS 809RR 22 6.6 9. 2 6.2 9.6  6. 9.5 2
NUTECH/ NT-99RR 2 6.5 9.5 2 6.2 9.7  6. 9.6 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-956RR 25 5.9 9.7  5.7 9.9  5.8 9.8 2
COYOTE/ 79RR 28 . . . 6.5 9.7  . . .
MUSTANG/ M-9NRR 2 6.5 9.8 2 . . . . . .
WECO/ EXP 6 .5RR 2 . . . 6.8 20.0  . . .
GOLD COUNTRY SEED/277NR 7 6. 20.0 2 . . . . . .
STINE/ 98- 8 6.8 9.7 2 . . . . . .
Test avg. : 2 6.6 9.7 2 6.9 9.7  6.8 9.7 
High avg. : 28 7. 20.0  8. 20.  7.6 20.0 2
Low avg. :  5.9 9.  5.7 9.2  5.8 9. 
* Lsd(.05) : . .  . . 0 . . 0.
## TPG-avg. : . . 2 . .  . . 
@ Coef. Var. : . . 22 . . 0 . . 22
No. Entries :  29 29 29 28 28 28 52 52 52
* DTM= average days from seeding (Beresford- May 7, Geddes- May 25, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates a site received a hard frost 
before the variety reached maturity.          
** Lodging, = all plants erect, 5= all plant flat.          
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not, significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error, 5% or less is best.         
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Table 7a.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-II soybean variety yield averages- southern South Dakota locations, 2005-2006.
brand/Variety                                      
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
Southern Averages by Location
Southern Zone Averages
beresford Geddes
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
DEKALB/ DKB25-5 27 76 66 8 0 62 5
SANDS/ SOI 28RR 27 67 6 7 8 57 5
KRUGER/ K-2+RR 26 68 62 6 7 57 50
KRUGER/ K-289+RR  66 6 6 9 56 50
SANDS/ SOI 275RR  6 58 9 9 57 9
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-2RR 25 69 62  6 56 9
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-22RR 26 68 6  6 56 9
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-26RR 0 65 58 7 8 56 8
ASGROW/ AG20 2 66 62   55 8
MUSTANG/ M-26RR 0 65 59  7 55 8
COYOTE/ 952RR 27 6 59 5 6 5 8
LATHAM/ L265R 29 65 57 7 7 56 7
DAIRYLAND/ DSR2500RRSTS 28 6 57 8 7 56 7
SANDS/ SOI 267RR 26 66 60 2  5 7
SANDS/ SOI 288RR 0 6 58  5 5 7
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-22RR 25 6 59   5 7
NUTECH/ NT-2890RR 29 6 57  7 5 7
RENK/ RS265RR 29 60 59   52 7
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-2/RR 2 62 56 5 6 5 6
NUTECH/ NT-2770RR/SCN 29 57 55 8 7 5 6
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-2600/RR 29 6 56 2 5 5 6
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-2565RR  59 55 7 6 5 6
KRUGER/ K-255RR 27 6 5 5 5 55 5
KRUGER/ K-22+RR 2 6 56  2 5 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-200/RR 26 68 . 9 . 59 .
THOMPSON/ T-2220ARR 26 68 . 50 . 59 .
ASGROW/ AG2605 27 70 . 6 . 58 .
MUSTANG/ M-207RR 2 67 . 8 . 58 .
KRUGER/ K-259RR  66 . 9 . 58 .
LATHAM/ EXP-E280R  66 . 9 . 58 .
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-2200/RR 27 68 . 8 . 58 .
LATHAM/ L2500R 26 68 . 6 . 57 .
LATHAM/ L266R 28 67 . 6 . 57 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-265RR 0 70 .  . 57 .
CROW’S/ C297R  66 . 7 . 57 .
SANDS/ SOI 2609RR  66 . 5 . 56 .
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-25/RR  6 . 7 . 56 .
MIDWEST SEED/ GR27  65 . 6 . 56 .
THOMPSON/ T-22ARR 27 66 . 5 . 56 .
THOMPSON/ T-2666RR 29 68 .  . 56 .
FARM ADVANTAGE/ 722 26 66 .  . 55 .
NUTECH/ NT-2777RR/SCN 2 60 . 9 . 55 .
NUTECH/ NT-2890+RR 0 6 . 5 . 55 .
KRUGER/ K-2RR 26 6 . 5 . 55 .
LATHAM/ L2775R 29 6 . 7 . 55 .
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Table 7a. Roundup Ready™ maturity group-II soybean variety yield averages- southern South Dakota locations, 2005-2006 
(continued).
brand/Variety                                      
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
Southern Averages by Location
Southern Zone Averages
beresford Geddes
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
DAIRYLAND/ DSR2000RRSTS 2 66 .  . 55 .
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-2820/RR 25 67 .  . 55 .
WENSMAN/ W 225RR 29 62 . 7 . 55 .
WENSMAN/ W 2200NRR 2 66 .  . 55 .
WENSMAN/ W 2226RR 27 6 . 6 . 55 .
THOMPSON/ T-200RR 27 6 . 7 . 55 .
CROW’S/ C268R 28 62 . 7 . 55 .
FARM ADVANTAGE/ 725 29 60 . 7 . 5 .
NUTECH/ NT-2RR 2 6 .  . 5 .
NUTECH/ NT-2220RR 25 62 . 5 . 5 .
WECO/ EXP 6 2.0RR 25 67 . 0 . 5 .
WECO/ EXP 6 2.8RR-SCN 5 6 .  . 5 .
DAIRYLAND/ DSR2702RRSTS 29 62 . 6 . 5 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR 27 59 . 8 . 5 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR 29 62 . 6 . 5 .
THOMPSON/ T-2707RR  59 . 9 . 5 .
THOMPSON/ T-2999RR 2 65 . 2 . 5 .
PUBLIC/ SD02R-8 22 6 . 6 . 5 .
MUSTANG/ M-227RR 26 65 .  . 5 .
MUSTANG/ M-27RR 25 6 . 5 . 5 .
DEKALB/ DKB27-5  59 . 7 . 5 .
NUTECH/ NT-22RR 26 60 . 5 . 5 .
WECO/ EXP 6 2.5RR-STS 29 60 . 6 . 5 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-226RR 26 6 . 5 . 5 .
MIDWEST SEED/ GR207 2 6 .  . 5 .
MIDWEST SEED/ GR265 28 60 . 5 . 5 .
THOMPSON/ T-2626RR 26 59 . 7 . 5 .
ASGROW/ AG2802 2 57 . 7 . 52 .
MUSTANG/ M-257RR 29 6 .  . 52 .
NUTECH/ NT-222RR 0 62 . 2 . 52 .
HEFTY/ 226RR 2 60 .  . 52 .
HEFTY/ 266RR 0 59 . 5 . 52 .
KRUGER/ K-25RR/SCN 25 59 . 5 . 52 .
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-266NR 0 59 .  . 52 .
RENK/ RS26NRR 2 57 . 6 . 52 .
MUSTANG/ M-26NRR 25 59 . 2 . 5 .
WECO/ EXP 6 2.6RR-SCN 28 57 . 5 . 5 .
KRUGER/ K-2+RR 25 6 . 0 . 5 .
PUBLIC/ SD02R-5 2 60 .  . 5 .
PUBLIC/ SD02R-5 2 6 .  . 5 .
SANDS/ SOI 2675NRR 26 60 . 0 . 50 .
KRUGER/ K-287RR/SCN  56 .  . 50 .
LATHAM/ EXP-E2976R 2 56 .  . 50 .
DAIRYLAND/ DST22-00/RR 2 57 .  . 50 .
MUSTANG/ M-27NRR 27 57 .  . 9 .
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Table 7a. Roundup Ready™ maturity group-II soybean variety yield averages- southern South Dakota locations, 2005-2006 
(continued).
brand/Variety                                      
(by 2-yr then 2006 zone yield) DTM*
Southern Averages by Location
Southern Zone Averages
beresford Geddes
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
SANDS/ SOI 25NRR 28 56 . 2 . 9 .
THOMPSON/ T-2RR/SCN 26 56 . 0 . 8 .
COYOTE/ 52RR 27 . .  . . .
COYOTE/ 527RR 2 6 59 . . . .
COYOTE/ EXP 622RR 27 . . 6 . . .
COYOTE/ EXP 625NRR 25 5 . . . . .
COYOTE/ EXP 626RR  66 . . . . .
MUSTANG/ M-20RR 22 66 6 . . . .
DEKALB/ DKB22-52 2 66 6 . . . .
DEKALB/ DKB26-5 26 6 59 . . . .
SANDS/ SOI 25NRR 25 . . 6 6 . .
KALTENBERG/ KB256RR 28 62 58 . . . .
KALTENBERG/ KB276RR  69 62 . . . .
KALTENBERG/ KB258RR 26 6 . . . . .
KALTENBERG/ KB266RR 29 6 . . . . .
ZILLER/ BT 7227NR 2 60 . . . . .
Test avg. : 28 6 59 5 6 5 8
High avg. : 5 76 66 50 0 62 5
Low avg. : 2 5 5 0 2 8 
# Lsd (.05) : 7 6    .
## TPG-avg. : 69 60 6 6 58 .
@ Coef. Var. : 7 6 6 7 7 9+
No. Entries :  0 0 95 25 8 8
* DTM= average days from seeding (Beresford- May 7, Geddes- May 25, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost 
before the variety reached maturity.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated. 
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error, 5% or less is best.
+ Lsd and TPG-avg. values are not reported because the Coef. of Variation exceeds 5%.

Table 7b.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-II soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- southern South Dakota 
locations, 2006.
brand/Variety                                       
(by 2006 zone protein) DTM*





















DAIRYLAND/ DSR2000RRSTS 2 7.6 9. 2 7. 9.5  7. 9. 
MUSTANG/ M-227RR 26 6.9 9.5 2 7. 9.5  7. 9.5 2
NUTECH/ NT-2770RR/SCN 29 6.8 8.9 2 7. 9.2  7. 9. 2
THOMPSON/ T-2707RR  6.8 9.2  7. 9.2  7. 9.2 2
LATHAM/ L2500R 26 7.0 9. 2 7.0 9.5  7.0 9. 2
WENSMAN/ W 2226RR 27 7. 9. 2 6.9 9.5  7.0 9.5 2
NUTECH/ NT-22RR 26 6.8 9. 2 7. 9.  7.0 9. 2
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-2200/RR 27 6.9 9. 2 7.0 9.5  7.0 9.5 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-2565RR  6.9 9.0 2 7.0 9.  7.0 9.2 2
THOMPSON/ T-22ARR 27 6.8 9.5 2 7. 9.7  7.0 9.6 2
FARM ADVANTAGE/ 722 26 6.9 9. 2 6.9 9.7  6.9 9.6 2
CROW’S/ C268R 28 7.0 9.2 2 6.8 9.  6.9 9. 2
MIDWEST SEED/ GR265 28 6.7 9.2 2 7.0 9.  6.9 9. 
FARM ADVANTAGE/ 725 29 6.8 9. 2 6.9 9.  6.9 9. 2
WECO/ EXP 6 2.5RR-STS 29 6.9 9.2  6.8 9.  6.9 9. 2
KRUGER/ K-255RR 27 6.9 9.2 2 6.8 9.5  6.9 9. 2
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-226RR 26 6.6 9.6 2 7.0 9.6  6.8 9.6 2
WENSMAN/ W 225RR 29 6.7 9.2 2 6.9 9.  6.8 9. 2
WECO/ EXP 6 2.6RR-SCN 28 6.8 9. 2 6.7 9.6  6.8 9.5 2
LATHAM/ L265R 29 6.6 9. 2 6.9 9.  6.8 9. 2
DAIRYLAND/ DSR2702RRSTS 29 6.7 9. 2 6.8 9.  6.8 9. 
THOMPSON/ T-2RR/SCN 26 6.8 8.8  6.7 9.  6.8 9. 2
RENK/ RS265RR 29 6.7 9. 2 6.8 9.5  6.8 9. 2
MUSTANG/ M-27NRR 27 6.7 9.0  6.7 9.2  6.7 9. 2
MUSTANG/ M-257RR 29 6.6 9. 2 6.8 9.  6.7 9. 2
KRUGER/ K-22+RR 2 6.7 9.2  6.7 9.  6.7 9. 
LATHAM/ EXP-E2976R 2 6.5 9.  6.9 9.  6.7 9.2 2
DAIRYLAND/ DST22-00/RR 2 6.6 9. 2 6.8 9.  6.7 9. 2
THOMPSON/ T-2626RR 26 6.6 9.5  6.8 9.5  6.7 9.5 
SANDS/ SOI 25NRR 28 6.6 8.9  6.7 9.2  6.7 9. 2
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-2RR 25 6.6 9.6  6.7 9.6  6.7 9.6 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-2/RR 2 6.5 9.  6.8 9.  6.7 9. 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR2500RRSTS 28 6.6 9.2 2 6.6 9.5  6.6 9. 2
WENSMAN/ W 2200NRR 2 6.7 9.6  6.5 9.6  6.6 9.6 
KRUGER/ K-287RR/SCN  6. 9.  6.9 9.  6.6 9.2 2
MUSTANG/ M-26NRR 25 6. 9.5 2 7.0 9.  6.6 9.5 2
HEFTY/ 266RR 0 6.6 9.2  6.5 9.  6.6 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-22RR 25 6.6 9.5  6.5 9.6  6.6 9.6 
RENK/ RS26NRR 2 6.5 9.  6.6 9.  6.6 9. 
CROW’S/ C297R  6.5 9.2  6.6 9.6  6.6 9. 2
HEFTY/ 226RR 2 6.7 9.5  6. 9.6  6.5 9.6 
KRUGER/ K-2+RR 26 6.5 9.5  6.5 9.6  6.5 9.6 
KRUGER/ K-25RR/SCN 25 6.5 9.  6.5 9.7  6.5 9.6 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR 27 6.5 9.5 2 6.5 9.  6.5 9. 2
MIDWEST SEED/ GR207 2 6.7 9.6  6. 9.7  6.5 9.7 
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Table 7b.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-II soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- southern South Dakota loca-
tions, 2006 (continued).
brand/Variety                                       
(by 2006 zone protein) DTM*





















THOMPSON/ T-2220ARR 26 6. 9. 2 6.7 9.  6.5 9. 
ASGROW/ AG20 2 6. 9.6  6.6 9.6  6.5 9.6 
ASGROW/ AG2605 27 6. 9. 2 6.5 9.  6.5 9. 2
MUSTANG/ M-207RR 2 6. 9.  6.5 9.6  6.5 9.5 
MUSTANG/ M-27RR 25 6.5 9. 2 6. 9.  6.5 9. 
LATHAM/ EXP-E280R  6. 9.0 2 6.6 9.  6.5 9.2 2
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-26RR 0 6.5 9.2 2 6. 9.6  6. 9. 2
PUBLIC/ SD02R-5 2 6. 9.5  6. 9.7  6. 9.6 
KRUGER/ K-289+RR  6.6 9.2 2 6. 9.7  6. 9.5 2
SANDS/ SOI 275RR  6. 9.2 2 6. 9.  6. 9. 
KRUGER/ K-2+RR 25 6. 9.5  6. 9.7  6. 9.6 
LATHAM/ L2775R 29 6. 9.  6. 9.6  6. 9.5 
ASGROW/ AG2802 2 5.8 9.  6.8 9.  6. 9. 2
SANDS/ SOI 2675NRR 26 6.2 9.7 2 6. 9.6  6. 9.7 
NUTECH/ NT-2220RR 25 6.2 9.2  6. 9.  6. 9. 
THOMPSON/ T-200RR 27 6. 9. 2 6. 9.6  6. 9.5 2
NUTECH/ NT-2RR 2 6. 9. 2 6.2 9.6  6. 9.5 2
WECO/ EXP 6 2.0RR 25 6.6 9.  5.9 9.8  6. 9.6 
KRUGER/ K-2RR 26 6. 9. 2 6.2 9.6  6. 9.5 
LATHAM/ L266R 28 6. 9. 2 6.2 9.  6. 9.2 2
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-200/RR 26 6.2 9. 2 6. 9.6  6. 9.5 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-2820/RR 25 6. 9.  6.2 9.5  6. 9. 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-25/RR  6. 9. 2 6. 9.6  6. 9.5 2
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-22RR 26 6.2 9.  6. 9.  6. 9. 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-256RR 29 6. 9.2 2 6. 9.  6. 9. 
MUSTANG/ M-26RR 0 6.5 9.  5.9 9.5  6.2 9. 2
KRUGER/ K-259RR  6.5 9. 2 5.9 9.6  6.2 9.5 2
SANDS/ SOI 288RR 0 5.7 9.6 2 6.5 9.5  6. 9.6 2
MIDWEST SEED/ GR27  6. 9.  6. 9.6  6. 9.5 2
PUBLIC/ SD02R-8 22 6.2 9.5  6.0 9.7  6. 9.6 
NUTECH/ NT-2777RR/SCN 2 5.9 9.5 2 6. 9.5  6. 9.5 2
NUTECH/ NT-2890RR 29 6.2 9. 2 5.9 9.6  6. 9. 
NUTECH/ NT-2890+RR 0 6.2 9.2  5.9 9.7  6. 9.5 
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-265RR 0 6.2 9.2 2 5.9 9.7  6. 9.5 2
SANDS/ SOI 28RR 27 6. 9.5 2 5.9 9.9  6.0 9.7 
WECO/ EXP 6 2.8RR-SCN 5 5. 9.  6.6 9.  6.0 9. 2
PRAIRIE BRAND/ PB-266NR 0 5.7 9.5  6. 9.  6.0 9.5 2
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-2600/RR 29 6.2 9.0 2 5.7 9.  6.0 9.2 2
PUBLIC/ SD02R-5 2 6.0 9.5  5.8 9.7  5.9 9.6 
NUTECH/ NT-222RR 0 6.0 9.5 2 5.7 9.9  5.9 9.7 2
DEKALB/ DKB27-5  5.8 9.  5.9 9.8  5.9 9.6 2
SANDS/ SOI 2609RR  5.9 9.5 2 5.7 9.7  5.8 9.6 2
DEKALB/ DKB25-5 27 5.8 9.7 2 5.6 9.9  5.7 9.8 2
THOMPSON/ T-2666RR 29 5.6 9.8  5.7 9.8  5.7 9.8 
COYOTE/ 952RR 27 5. 9.6  5.6 9.9  5.5 9.8 
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Table 7b.  Roundup Ready™ maturity group-II soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- southern South Dakota 
locations, 2006 (continued).
brand/Variety                                       
(by 2006 zone protein) DTM*





















THOMPSON/ T-2999RR 2 5. 9.8  5.5 9.6  5.5 9.7 2
SANDS/ SOI 267RR 26 5.6 9.5 2 .8 9.2  5.2 9. 
COYOTE/ 52RR 27 . . . 6.2 9.5  . . .
COYOTE/ 527RR 2 6. 9.  . . . . . .
COYOTE/ EXP 622RR 27 . . . 7. 9.6  . . .
COYOTE/ EXP 625NRR 25 6.9 9.0 2 . . . . . .
COYOTE/ EXP 626RR  6.5 9.0 2 . . . . . .
MUSTANG/ M-20RR 22 6.8 9.  . . . . . .
DEKALB/ DKB22-52 2 6.8 9.6  . . . . . .
DEKALB/ DKB26-5 26 7.0 9. 2 . . . . . .
SANDS/ SOI 25NRR 25 . . . 6. 20.  . . .
KALTENBERG/ KB256RR 28 6. 9.  . . . . . .
KALTENBERG/ KB276RR  6. 9. 2 . . . . . .
KALTENBERG/ KB258RR 26 6.7 9. 2 . . . . . .
KALTENBERG/ KB266RR 29 6.8 9.0  . . . . . .
ZILLER/ BT 7227NR 2 7.0 9.  . . . . . .
Test avg. : 28 6. 9. 2 6.5 9.5  6. 9. 
High avg. : 5 7.6 9.8  7. 20.  7. 9.8 2
Low avg. : 2 5. 8.8  .8 9.2  5.2 9. 
* Lsd(.05) : . .  . . 0 . . 0.
## TPG-avg. : . . 2 . .  . . 
@ Coef. Var. : . . 28 . . 0 . . 26
No. Entries :  0 0 0 95 95 95 8 8 8
* DTM= average days from seeding (Beresford- May 7, Geddes- May 25, 2006) to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost 
before the variety reached maturity.
** Lodging, = all plants erect, 5= all plant flat.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error.
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Table D.  2006 Conventional soybean entries by brand/variety, 
maturity group, and gene for Phytophthora root rot resistance 
as reported by entrants; and performance table number(s).  
 






COYOTE/ 5525 2.5 Rpsk 9,0
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-22/STSUL 2.2 Not Reported 9,0
RICHLAND ORGANICS/ 906 0.9 rps - No resist. 8
RICHLAND ORGANICS/ 952 0.9 rps - No resist. 8
SANDS/ EXP2879N 2.8 Not Reported 0
SANDS/ SOI 29N 2. Not Reported 0
Public varieties & Experimental lines
PUBLIC/ HAMLIN 0.9 Rpsk 8,9
PUBLIC/ SURGE 0.7 Rps (Rpsa) 8,9
PUBLIC/ SD00-587 2 Not Reported 9,0
PUBLIC/ SD00-67  Not Reported 8,9
PUBLIC/ SD00-266  Not Reported 8,9,0
PUBLIC/ SD00-62  Not Reported 8,9,0
PUBLIC/ SD00-72 2 Not Reported 9,0
PUBLIC/ SD00-8 0 Rpsk 8,9
PUBLIC/ SD00-895 0 Rpsc 8
PUBLIC/ SD02-05  Rpsk, Rps6 8,9
PUBLIC/ SD02-8  Rpsc 8,9,0
PUBLIC/ SD02-  Rpsk 8,9
PUBLIC/ SD02-95 2 Not Reported 9,0
PUBLIC/ SD02-22 2 Not Reported 9,0
PUBLIC/ SD02-26 2 Not Reported 9,0
PUBLIC/ SD02-829 0 Rpsk 8,9
PUBLIC/ SD02-906  Rpsk 8,9,0
PUBLIC/ SD02-9  Rpsk 8,9
PUBLIC/ SD02-92  Rpsk 8,9
PUBLIC/ SD02-96 2 Not Reported 9,0
PUBLIC/ SD0-57 0 Rpsk 8,9
PUBLIC/ SD0-607  Rpsk 8,9,0
PUBLIC/ SD0-899  Rpsk 8,9,0
PUBLIC/ SD0-25 0 Rpsk 8,9
PUBLIC/ SD0-227 0 Rpsk 8,9
Strain or race resistance by gene type is reported in table B.  
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Table 8a.  non-Roundup Ready™ maturity group-0 and -I soybean variety yield averages- South Shore, South Dakota, 2005-2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by maturity group & 2006 
yield)
DTM*
Averages by Maturity Group
MG-0 MG-I
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
PUBLIC/ SD0-57 25  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-8 2 29 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-227 2 27 . . .
PUBLIC/ HAMLIN 20 2  . .
PUBLIC/ SURGE 20 2  . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-829 2 22  . .
RICHLAND ORGANICS/ 952  2 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-895 2 2 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-25 9 2 . . .
RICHLAND ORGANICS/ 906 6 20 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-62 . . . 26 5
PUBLIC/ SD02- . . . 25 5
PUBLIC/ SD0-899 . . . 25 .
PUBLIC/ SD02-05 . . . 2 .
PUBLIC/ SD00-266 2 . . 2 .
PUBLIC/ SD02-8 2 . . 2 .
PUBLIC/ SD0-607 2 . . 2 .
PUBLIC/ SD02-9 . . . 22 .
PUBLIC/ SD02-92 . . . 22 .
PUBLIC/ SD00-67 2 . . 2 .
PUBLIC/ SD02-906 . . . 2 
Test avg.: 2 2  2 
High avg.: 25   26 5
Low avg. :  20  2 
# Lsd (.05):  NS  NS
## TPG-value: 28  2 
@ Coef. Var.: 7 8 7 7
No. Entries:  0   
* DTM= average days from seeding on May 2, 2006 to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost before the variety reached 
maturity.     
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.   
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.     
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error, 5% or less is best.     
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Table 8b.  non-Roundup Ready™ maturity group-0 and -I soybean variety protein, oil,and lodging score averages- South Shore, South 
Dakota, 2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by maturity group & protein) DTM*
2006 Averages by Maturity Group
MG-0 MG-I
Protein % oil % Lodging* (1-5) Protein % oil % Lodging* (1-5)
RICHLAND ORGANICS/ 906 6 9. 7.  . . .
PUBLIC/ HAMLIN 20 7.9 9.0  . . .
PUBLIC/ SURGE 20 7.7 9.0  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-895 2 7. 8.8  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-8 2 7.0 8.9  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-829 2 7.0 9.0  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-57 25 6.9 8.8  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-227 2 6.8 9.0  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-25 9 6.6 9.  . . .
RICHLAND ORGANICS/ 952  6. 9.5  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-62 . . . . 7. 8.6 
PUBLIC/ SD00-67 2 . . . 7.0 9.0 
PUBLIC/ SD02- . . . . 6.6 9.0 
PUBLIC/ SD00-266 2 . . . 6. 9.0 
PUBLIC/ SD0-607 2 . . . 6. 9. 
PUBLIC/ SD02-906 . . . . 6. 9. 
PUBLIC/ SD02-9 . . . . 6. 9. 
PUBLIC/ SD02-05 . . . . 6. 9.0 
PUBLIC/ SD02-92 . . . . 6. 9.0 
PUBLIC/ SD0-899 . . . . 5.8 9.0 
PUBLIC/ SD02-8 2 . . . 5. 9. 
Test avg. : 2 7. 8.9  6. 9.0 
High avg. : 25 9. 9.5  7. 9. 
Low avg. :  6. 7.  5. 8.6 
* Lsd(.05) : . . 0 . . 0
## TPG-avg. : . .  . . 
@ Coef. Var. : . . 0 . . 0
No. Entries :  0 0 0   
* DTM= average days from seeding on May 25, 2006 to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost before the variety reached 
maturity.        
** Lodging, = all plants erect, 5= all plant flat.        
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated. ## TPG-avg. = 
minimum value to qualify for top performance group.        
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error.        
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Table 9a.  non-Roundup Ready™ maturity group-0, -I & -II soybean variety yield averages- brookings, South Dakota, 2005-2006.
brand/Variety                                       
(by maturity group 
& 2006 yield)
DTM*
Averages by Maturity Group
MG-0 MG-I MG-II
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
PUBLIC/ SD00-8 . 0 . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-57 . 0 . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-829 2 9 . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-25 2 8 . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-227 2 5 . . . . .
PUBLIC/ HAMLIN 2  . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SURGE 2  . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-906 . . . 52 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-9 . . . 9 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-62 . . . 7 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-8 2 . . 5 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-607 . . . 5 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-899 . . .  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-92 . . .  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-05 . . .  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-67 . . . 2 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02- . . .  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-266 . . . 9 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-22 . . . . . 52 .
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-22/STSUL . . . . . 50 .
PUBLIC/ SD00-72 . . . . . 50 .
PUBLIC/ SD02-96 . . . . . 50 .
PUBLIC/ SD02-95 . . . . . 50 .
PUBLIC/ SD02-26 . . . . . 9 .
PUBLIC/ SD00-587 . . . . . 8 .
COYOTE/ 5525 . . . . .  .
Test avg. : 2 7 . 5 . 8 .
High avg. : 2 0 . 52 . 52 .
Low avg. : 2  . 9 .  .
# Lsd (.05) :  . 6 . 6 .
## TPG-avg. : 6 . 6 . 6 .
@ Coef. Var. : 7 . 7 . 7 .
No. Entries :  7 .  . 8 .
* DTM= days from seeding on May 22, 2006 to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost before the variety reached maturity.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.       
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error, 5% or less is best.
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Table 9b.  non-Roundup Ready™ maturity group-0, -I & -II soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- brookings, South 
Dakota, 2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by maturity group 
& protein)
DTM*




















PUBLIC/ HAMLIN 2 8.5 8.6  . . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SURGE 2 7.6 8.9  . . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-829 2 7.2 8.9  . . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-57 . 7.2 9.2  . . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-8 . 7. 9.  . . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-25 2 7.0 9.2  . . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-227 2 6.8 9.  . . . . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-05 . . . . 7.5 8.7  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-9 . . . . 7.0 8.5  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-62 . . . . 6.9 8.  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-67 . . . . 6.9 9.0  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-266 . . . . 6.8 8.9  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02- . . . . 6.5 8.7  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-906 . . . . 6.5 8.9  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-607 . . . . 6. 8.8  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-8 2 . . . 6. 9.2  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-899 . . . . 6.2 8.8  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-92 . . . . 5.7 8.5  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-72 . . . . . . . 7. 8.5 
PUBLIC/ SD00-587 . . . . . . . 7. 8.6 
COYOTE/ 5525 . . . . . . . 6.7 8. 
PUBLIC/ SD02-95 . . . . . . . 6.5 8.8 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-22/STSUL . . . . . . . 6. 8. 
PUBLIC/ SD02-22 . . . . . . . 5.9 8. 
PUBLIC/ SD02-96 . . . . . . . 5.9 9.0 
PUBLIC/ SD02-26 . . . . . . . 5.2 8. 
Test avg. : 2 7. 9.0  6.6 8.8  6. 8.5 
High avg. : 2 8.5 9.  7.5 9.2  7. 9.0 
Low avg. : 2 6.8 8.6  5.7 8.  5.2 8. 
* Lsd(.05) : . . 0 . . 0 . . 0
## TPG-avg. : . .  . .  . . 
@ Coef. Var. : . . 0 . . 0 . 0 0
No. Entries :  7 7 7    8  8
* DTM= days from seeding on May 22, 2006 to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost before the variety reached maturity.  
** Lodging, = all plants erect, 5= all plant flat.          
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.   
# TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.          
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error.          
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Table 10a.  non-Roundup Ready™ maturity group-I & -II soybean variety yield averages- beresford, South Dakota, 2005-2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by maturity group 
& 2006 yield)
DTM*
Averages by Maturity Group
MG-I MG-II
bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr bu/Acre 2006 bu/Acre 2-yr
PUBLIC/ SD0-607 7 60 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-62 20 57 52 . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-906 7 57 52 . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-899  5 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-266 2 52 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-8 2 5 . . .
SANDS/ EXP2879N 2 . . 68 .
SANDS/ SOI 29N 2 . . 66 .
PUBLIC/ SD02-22 22 . . 6 56
COYOTE/ 5525 2 . . 6 5
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-22/STSUL 22 . . 62 .
PUBLIC/ SD00-72 22 . . 6 50
PUBLIC/ SD02-95 22 . . 60 .
PUBLIC/ SD02-26 25 . . 57 50
PUBLIC/ SD02-96 2 . . 57 .
PUBLIC/ SD00-587 5 . . 5 .
Test avg. : 20 55 52 6 52
High avg. : 2 60 52 68 56
Low avg. : 2 5 52 5 50
# Lsd (.05) : 5 NS 6 NS
## TPG-avg. : 55 52 62 50
@ Coef. Var. : 5 5 5 6
No. Entries :  6 2 0 
* DTM= average days from seeding on May 7, 2006 to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost before the variety reached 
maturity.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error, 5% or less is best.
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Table 10b.  non-Roundup Ready™ maturity group-I & -II soybean variety protein, oil, and lodging score averages- beresford, 
South Dakota, 2006.
brand/Variety                                   
(by maturity group & 
protein)
DTM*
2006 Averages by Maturity Group
MG-I MG-II
Protein % oil % Lodging* (1-5) Protein % oil % Lodging* (1-5)
PUBLIC/ SD00-62 20 7.0 9.  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-906 7 6.8 9.7 2 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-607 7 6.5 9.7 2 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD00-266 2 6. 20. 2 . . .
PUBLIC/ SD0-899  6. 9.7  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-8 2 5.5 20.  . . .
PUBLIC/ SD02-96 2 . . . 7. 9. 
PUBLIC/ SD00-587 5 . . . 7. 9. 
SANDS/ SOI 29N 2 . . . 7.0 9.0 2
PUBLIC/ SD00-72 22 . . . 6.6 9. 
PUBLIC/ SD02-95 22 . . . 6.6 9.7 
DAIRYLAND/ DSR-22/STSUL 22 . . . 6.5 9.2 2
PUBLIC/ SD02-22 22 . . . 6.5 9. 2
PUBLIC/ SD02-26 25 . . . 6.5 9.0 2
SANDS/ EXP2879N 2 . . . 6.2 9. 5
COYOTE/ 5525 2 . . . 5.6 9.2 
Test avg. : 20 6. 9.8  6.6 9. 2
High avg. : 2 7.0 20.  7. 9.7 5
Low avg. : 2 5.5 9. 2 5.6 9.0 
* Lsd(.05) : . .  . . 
## TPG-avg. : . . 2 . . 2
@ Coef. Var. : . . 8 . . 0
No. Entries :  6 6 6 0 0 0
* DTM= average days from seeding on May 7, 2006 to maturity; a missing value indicates the site received a hard frost before the variety reached 
maturity.
** Lodging, = all plants erect, 5= all plant flat.
# Lsd,(.05)= amount values in a column must differ to be significantly different, if differences are not significant (NS), NS is indicated.
## TPG-avg. = minimum value to qualify for top performance group.
@ Coef. Var.= a measure of trial experimental error.

 Table E. Mailing addresses of entrants in the 2006 soybean trials.
Entrant name (brand name) Mailing address
Scherr’s Seed LLC (AgVenture- Warner trial) 6  5th Ave., Roscoe, SD 577
Coyote Seed Mills (Coyote), Inc. PO Box 6, Bridgewater, SD 579-006
Crow’s Hybrid Corn Co. (Crow’s) 575 University Ave., Waukee, IA 5026
Dairyland Seed Co.,Inc. (Dairyland) 570 Hwy H, West Bend, WI 5095
Farm Advantage (Farm Advantage) 275 Hwy 69, Belmont, IA 502
Gold Country Seed Inc. (Gold Country Seed) 6506 Hwy 5 N., Hutchinson, MN 5550
Hefty Seed Co. (Hefty) 750 252nd St., Baltic, SD 5700
Integra Seed LTD (PSI Brand) PO Box 0, Bozeman, MT 5977
Kaltenberg Seeds (Kaltenberg)  5506 State Rd 9, Box 278, Waunakee, WI 5597
Keltgen Inc. (Agventure- So. Shore trial) 9 US Hwy 22, Watertown, SD 5720
Kruger Seed Co. (Kruger)  98 60th Ave.,PO Box A, Dike, IA 5062
Latham Seed Co. (Latham)  80th St, Alexander, IA 5020-8028
Midwest Seed Genetics (Midwest Seed) 575 University Ave., Waukee, IA 5026
Monsanto (Asgrow & Dekalb) 02 West Carol Ave., Courtland, IL 602
Mustang Seeds (Mustang) PO Box 66, Madison, SD 5702
Northstar Genetics (Northstar) 602 50th St. SE, Leonard, ND 58052
Nutech Seed, LLC (Nutech) 6 North Fork Rd., Ames, IA 5000
Prairie Brand Seed Co. (Praire Brand) 5 X Ave., Story City, IA 5028
Renk Seed Co. (Renk) 6809 Wilburn Rd., Sun Prairie, WI 5590
Richland Organics, Inc. (Richland Organics) 00 North 0th St., Breckenridge, MN 56520
Sand Seed Service,Inc. (Sands SOI) Box 68, Marcus, IA 505
SDSU Soybean Breeding Program (Experimentals) Plant Science Dept, Brookings, SD 57007
Seeds 2000 (Seeds 2000) PO Box 200, Breckenridge, MN 56520
Sodak Genetics (Sodak) 200 Campus Dr., Brookings, SD 57007
Stine Seed Co.(Stine) 2225 Laredo Trail, Adel, IA 5000
Thompson Seeds (Thompson) 02  0th Ave., Leland, IA 505
Thunder Seed Inc. (Thunder) 008 20th St. W., Hawley, MN 5659
Wensman Seed Co.(Wensman) PO Box 90, Wadena, MN 5682
Wilbur Ellis Seed (WECO) 20 Pine Ave., Brookings, SD 57006
Ziller Seed Co.Inc.(Ziller) 767 80th St., Bird Island, MN 550
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